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Thesis Abstract

Research has evidenced that individuals with Intellectual Disabilities (ID) value and desire romantic and sexual relationships, however often lack the opportunities and socio-sexual knowledge required to pursue these. In this context, family and staff play a key role in enabling individuals with ID to fulfill their sexual and romantic needs. In recent years this has led to a growing body of research focusing on how family carers and staff perceive the romantic and sexual lives of individuals with ID and their own role in supporting these.

Given the available qualitative literature focusing on staff experiences of supporting the sexuality and relationships of individuals with ID, a systematic review was conducted to explore, collate and critically appraise qualitative research in this area. Findings from included studies were analysed using thematic synthesis. Four themes were identified: (a) “Attitudes towards sexuality and relationships: A right and a challenge”, (b) “Responding to sexuality and relationships: A conflicted discourse”, (c) “Uncertainty and lack of systemic support”, and (d) “Influences on decision-making”. These findings are discussed alongside existing literature and are used to make recommendations for research and practice.

Most previous research with parents has primarily focused on parental perceptions of their children’s emerging sexuality during adolescence, as opposed to perceptions of their wider romantic and sexual experiences as they grow older. This study explored the experiences of nine mothers of adult individuals (18-41 years old) with mild/moderate ID regarding their sons’ and daughters’ romantic and sexual lives using interviews. Data was analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) and organised into five themes: (a) “Just like everybody else”, (b) “But is it really the same?”, (c) “Risk and vulnerability”, (d) “Facilitating and protecting: A fine balance” and (e) “Exploring personal meaning and hope”. The findings emphasised the need for supporting mothers in their role, especially in relation to providing sexual education to their children. Suggestions for future research are discussed.
Thesis Lay Summary

Research has shown that individuals with Intellectual Disabilities (ID) value and desire romantic and sexual relationships, however they often have limited opportunities and knowledge to develop these. Family carers and staff can be a valuable source of support and guidance for individuals with ID and can help them fulfill their sexual and romantic needs. Several studies have been carried out in order to explore how parents and staff view and experience their role in helping individuals with ID with relationships and sex.

A systematic review was conducted in order to review the quality of qualitative studies on the experiences of staff in relation to supporting the sexuality and relationships of individuals with ID. The findings of these studies were collated using thematic synthesis, which revealed four main themes: (a) “Attitudes towards sexuality and relationships: A right and a challenge”, (b) “Responding to sexuality and relationships: A conflicted discourse”, (c) “Uncertainty and lack of systemic support”, and (d) “Influences on decision-making”. These findings are discussed in the context of previous research and are used to make recommendations for practice and future research.

Our understanding of how parents view and experience the romantic and sexual relationships of their sons and daughters, especially as they grow older, is limited. In order to increase our knowledge in this area, nine mothers of adult individuals (18-41 years old) with mild/moderate ID were interviewed about their adult children’s romantic and sexual lives. Their interviews were recorded, transcribed and analysed. Five main themes were found to be important amongst mothers’ narratives: (a) “Just like everybody else”, (b) “But is it really the same?”, (c) “Risk and vulnerability”, (d) “Facilitating and protecting: A fine balance” and (e) “Exploring personal meaning and hope”. These results suggest that mothers need support in their role, especially in relation to helping their sons and daughters with sexual matters. Suggestions for future studies in this area are discussed and recommendations for practice are made.
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1. Abstract

**Background:** Staff working with individuals with Intellectual Disabilities (ID) play an important role in enabling them to fulfill their sexual and romantic needs. Given the lack of recent reviews providing a synthesis of qualitative research in this population, the present review aimed to explore how staff, working with individuals with ID in a variety of capacities, perceive and experience their role in relation to supporting sexuality and relationships. **Methods:** A systematic search of EMBASE, PsychINFO, MEDLINE, CINAHL, ASSIA and SCOPUS was carried out and identified articles were rated against inclusion and exclusion criteria, as well as quality criteria. Findings were analysed using thematic synthesis. **Results:** The application of criteria resulted in the inclusion of 15 articles. Four analytic themes were identified: (a) “Attitudes towards sexuality and relationships: A right and a challenge”, (b) “Responding to sexuality and relationships: A conflicted discourse”, (c) “Uncertainty and lack of systemic support”, and (d) “Influences on decision-making”. **Discussion:** The findings suggest that staff hold ambivalent attitudes and often respond in an avoidant or inconsistent manner to the sexuality of service users. Role uncertainty, fear of accountability, and lack of training and policy were identified as barriers. Factors related to employing organisations, family caregivers and service users themselves were found to influence decision-making. Limitations, implications for practice and suggestions for future research are discussed.
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2. Introduction

The previous decades have witnessed significant legislative and societal changes to the rights of individuals with Intellectual Disabilities (ID) including education, employment and social inclusion [1]. Although it is well established in the literature that individuals with ID have sexual needs and value relationships [2], the area of relationships and sexuality has not been at the forefront of the social inclusion agenda [3] and has only attracted attention in recent years. In the United Kingdom, policies such as “Valuing People” have emphasised the importance of relationships and sexual health for individuals with ID [4]. Research however, suggests that policy implementation is not always straightforward and as a result, the romantic and sexual lives of individuals with ID often remain unfulfilled and with fewer opportunities than their non-intellectually disabled counterparts [5].

In the United Kingdom, the implementation of de-institutionalisation policies [6] has led to individuals with ID being supported by a wider range of community workers. This often includes direct support staff in supported accommodation and community services (e.g. advocacy organisations), as well as health and social care professionals. Individuals supporting people with ID in any professional capacity can influence their ability and opportunities to engage in romantic and sexual relationships. For example, individuals with ID tend to have limited social networks [7] and reportedly display poor knowledge on issues related to relationships, sexuality and sexual health [8]. As such, they often rely on support staff and professionals for emotional and practical support [7], as well as for guidance on issues relating to sexuality specifically [9,10]. Support staff can also directly influence service users’ opportunities to pursue relationships, for example by determining the availability of private spaces in their environments or by imposing restrictions to social interactions [2, 11].
Attitudinal research in this area suggests that staff generally tend to hold moderately liberal attitudes towards the romantic relationships and sexuality of individuals with ID [12-15]. It should be noted, however, that such findings may be context-specific as there is some evidence to suggest that staff employed in inpatient settings demonstrate more conservative attitudes compared to those employed in community settings [16, 17]. Furthermore, findings of research in this area could be compromised by the use of self-report questionnaires, which can add a degree of self-report bias [18]. Some studies have found that staff of younger age tend to hold more liberal attitudes [10, 12], however other studies have failed to identify age related differences [15]. More positive attitudes have also been linked to higher education level [12, 19] as well as to having received previous training in sexuality and having an understanding of relevant service policy [17, 20]. Limited evidence would also suggest that specific aspects of relationships and sexuality such as parenthood or homosexuality may attract more conservative attitudes [12, 17].

In recent years, a growing body of qualitative research has emerged in this field with the aim of exploring the experiences of staff in relation to supporting individuals with ID with relationships and sex. Although qualitative studies can complement existing quantitative research by exploring complex phenomena in more depth [21], a frequent concern is that such studies often become marginalised and are rarely used to influence practice and drive change [22]. In this context and to alleviate this concern, reviews and syntheses of qualitative research can be valuable in providing knowledge with depth, due to the use of qualitative designs, and breadth, by drawing together data from different studies and contexts [23]. Furthermore, the synthesis of qualitative research can draw attention to underlying processes not highlighted by individual studies, illuminate future research directions and facilitate the transfer of a volume of knowledge to inform practice [24].
Three reviews of qualitative research on staff experiences in relation to the romantic and sexual relationships of individuals with ID have been published to date [11, 25, 26]. In 2014, Rushbrooke and her colleagues [11] used meta-ethnography to review and synthesise the findings of 17 qualitative studies exploring the difficulties faced by paid (staff) and unpaid (family) caregivers in relation to the sexuality of individuals with ID. Chrastina and Večeřová [25] also conducted a brief review of both qualitative and qualitative studies exploring the issue of support for adults with ID in relation to sexuality from the perspective of individuals with ID themselves, close persons, carers, and staff. More recently, Brown and McCann [26] conducted a review and narrative synthesis of mixed literature, including seven qualitative studies, on the views and experiences of family caregivers and direct support staff (i.e. support workers) in relation to the sexuality of individuals with ID.

The findings of the aforementioned reviews suggested that paid caregivers held diverse views on the sexuality of individuals with ID [11, 25, 26] and their personal experiences and values impacted on their perceptions of sexuality [11]. Sexuality was generally described as a right, however it was often talked about as conditional upon certain factors [11] and as a source of risk due to the possibility of abuse and exploitation [11, 26]. All three studies also highlighted a conflict between paid caregivers’ desire to support sexual expression for individuals with ID whilst protecting them from risk, which on some occasions arose from the use of the Internet and new technologies [26]. Two reviews highlighted that paid caregivers reported confusion regarding their role, lack of training and uncertainty surrounding service policy on ethically challenging topics such as that of sexuality [11, 26]. This in some occasions led to high levels of anxiety for paid caregivers as well as to inconsistent responses to issues of sexuality based on ‘unwritten’ rules [11]. In this context, a need for development of policy and training opportunities for staff was emphasised in order for staff to be in a position to support service users with issues relating to sexuality [11, 25, 26].
3. Rationale for the Current Review

Although the findings of the existing published reviews are valuable, they suffer from certain limitations. For example, as Chrastina and Večeřová [25] did not carry out a quality appraisal of included articles or a systematic synthesis of previous research, their findings provide only limited information regarding the quality and content of included research. Furthermore, due to the inclusion of mixed methods literature, the narrative review conducted by Brown and McCann [26] did not provide a qualitative synthesis of previous findings to allow for a more in-depth reflection of staff experiences. Additionally, as Brown and McCann [26] only included research conducted with direct care staff, findings from studies concerned with the experiences of other professional groups such as nurses, clinicians or educators were not illuminated. Another possible limitation of the existing three reviews is their broad focus on both paid and unpaid (family) caregivers, which has perhaps not allowed for the unique barriers faced by each caregiver group to be illuminated separately and in sufficient depth.

In addition, since the publication of all three reviews, a number of qualitative research studies concerned with staff experiences in relation to their role of supporting the sexuality of adults with ID have been published [27-32]. In their discussion regarding the necessity of updating qualitative systematic reviews, France and colleagues [33] concluded that the emergence of new research, potentially contributing novel concepts, warrants an update. As such, the present review aimed to provide an updated quality review and synthesis of existing qualitative research, including more recent literature. In addition, considering that a limitation of previous reviews and syntheses was their lack of specific focus on paid caregivers as well as a focus on a single professional group (i.e. support workers), the current review aimed to provide a more focused representation of available research on the experiences and views of staff employed in a variety of capacities.
4. Method

4.1. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Studies eligible for inclusion met the following criteria: a) they were published primary research written in English and published up until October 2019, b) employed a qualitative design or mixed methods design where the qualitative results were accessible and c) focused on exploring how direct staff and professionals perceived the romantic and sexual needs of adults (over 18) with ID and supported them with romantic relationships and relational aspects of sexuality (intimacy, sexual knowledge, safety, contraception). Exclusion criteria included studies with a focus on: a) medical aspects of sexual health (e.g. penile hygiene, HIV prevention), b) risk reduction (e.g. sexually challenging/offending behaviour, sexual abuse, sexuality in forensic settings) and c) sexual education programme evaluation. Due to the heterogeneity of the staff groups involved in existing research, in this review the term “staff” was used to describe a range of direct support staff and professionals (e.g. support workers, clinicians, nursing staff, educators, managers etc.). Similarly, as the majority of studies did not specify the severity of the ID of the service users supported, the term “ID” was used to cover presentations ranging from mild to severe as per categorisation using the ICD-10 [34] and DSM-V [35] systems.

4.2. Search Strategy

Search terms were developed through a review of the literature and discussion with an experienced librarian. These were as follows: (learning OR intellectual*) AND (disab* OR disorder* OR “mental retard**” OR “mentally retard**”) AND (attitude* OR belief* OR experience* OR understand* OR percep* OR view* OR interview* OR know* OR opinion*) AND (personnel OR staff OR clinician* OR profess* OR “support work**”) AND (romance OR romantic* OR relationship* OR sex* OR intima* OR love). Using the identified search terms, the main researcher conducted a systematic electronic search in October 2019. The following
six electronic databases were searched; EMBASE, PsychINFO, MEDLINE, CINAHL, ASSIA and SCOPUS. It has been acknowledged that the successful identification of qualitative research through database searches depends on the quality and clarity of research titles and abstracts, as well as on the database indexing practices [36]. In order to reduce the risk of omitting studies relevant to the topic of review, the main researcher carried out an additional hand search of reference lists of included papers and a manual search of Google Scholar and key journals.

4.3. Data Extraction

Descriptive information and summaries of main findings were extracted from each out of the 16 selected papers into a table by the main author (i.e. see Table 2). The following information was extracted: (a) the names of the main authors, (b) the focus of the study, (c) the country of origin, (d) the number and type of participants involved, (e) the method and type of analysis used and (f) a summary of qualitative findings.

4.4. Quality Appraisal

The growing recognition of qualitative research as having the potential tovaluably contribute to evidence-based practice has led to the development of methods aimed at critically appraising its quality [37]. This is particularly relevant when conducting systematic reviews, as their overall quality partly depends on the quality of included articles [38]. In the present review, the quality of all included studies was assessed using the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) qualitative tool [39], a copy of which can be found in Appendix 2. The CASP provides a ten-question checklist-based framework for assessing the quality and rigour of selected studies and is widely used for the purposes of the quality appraisal of qualitative research [40]. In order to enhance rigour and minimise the potential for error, a second researcher independently reviewed a randomly selected number of papers using the same
quality criteria. As CASP does not provide a system according to which ratings can be categorised, for the purposes of the present study the numerical scoring system and global quality ratings introduced by Butler, Hall and Copnell [41] were utilised in order to facilitate the comparison of ratings between the two raters. Based on their performance against the CASP criteria, articles were assigned ratings of “low”, “moderate” and “high”.

4.5. Synthesis of Findings

In a recent publication of the Cochrane Qualitative and Implementation Methods Guidance, Noyes and colleagues [40] reviewed thematic synthesis [42], framework synthesis [43] and meta-ethnography [44] as the most commonly used approaches for qualitative evidence synthesis. They concluded that thematic synthesis was the most accessible and clear method of analysis, followed by framework synthesis, whereas meta-ethnography required more caution in its use due to its complex methodology and unsatisfactory current reporting guidelines. Accordingly, meta-ethnography was not considered a suitable approach for the purposes of the present study. Although framework synthesis, which involves the identification of a framework against which data is organised [43], was initially considered, no suitable conceptual framework could be identified from relevant theory. This approach was therefore not considered suitable, as in the absence of a justified a priori framework, there is a risk of data being simplistically forced into a framework [40].

With the above considerations in mind, thematic synthesis was selected as the preferred method of data synthesis. The process of thematic synthesis involved the three steps proposed by Thomas and Harden [42]; free line-by-line coding of text to produce free codes and identify key concepts, organisation of free codes into descriptive themes and development of broader analytical themes. In line with the recommendation of Thomas and Harden [42], the coding process included data labeled as “results” or “findings” and referred to both verbatim quotes and themes identified by authors. The process of coding for each
paper led to the production of a bank of codes. On the basis of their similarities and differences, as well as identified relationships between codes, these were arranged into descriptive themes through a process of assimilation and creation of new themes when necessary. The final step involved the development of higher-order analytical themes, which sufficiently reflected and explained the subthemes as a whole.

4.6. Researcher Reflexivity

The value of remaining mindful of potential prior beliefs or prejudices that could impact on data interpretation when reviewing research has been highlighted in the literature [40]. Although such influences cannot and should not be entirely eliminated, a commitment to reflexivity ensures that they are being accounted for [45]. While conducting the present review, the main researcher was concurrently investigating the perceptions and experiences of mothers of individuals with ID in relation to their children’s romantic and sexual lives. As a result, this may have impacted on the present synthesis in terms of what areas were focused on or perceived as important. Nevertheless, the main researcher remained mindful of this potential influence and took steps in order to maintain her subjectivity during analysis, for example by temporarily distancing herself from her ongoing primary research and continually checking themes produced by the analysis against the original papers to ensure they remained reflective of the dataset.

5. Results

5.1. Screening Process

The screening process involved the stages recommended by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews (PRISMA) protocol [46]. These are diagrammatically displayed in Figure 1. An initial search across all databases yielded 8,117 records, which were exported to Mendeley software to facilitate screening and de-duplication. After removing duplicates, a
total of 4,732 records were screened for relevance and out of these, 4,651 records were excluded on the basis of their titles and/or abstracts. When an abstract was not descriptive enough, the full text was screened. A remaining 81 records were reviewed in full text to determine their eligibility. During this process the main researcher contacted a number of authors to establish the publication status of identified papers (e.g. abstracts published in conference proceedings) and these were retrieved in full-text where possible.

Following full text review, 13 records were deemed eligible and 64 records were excluded on the grounds of exclusion criteria. A summary of excluded articles with reasons can be found in Appendix 3. Four further records were identified through the main authors’ manual search of key journals and Google Scholar, leading to a total of 17 articles. Further review of the 17 articles revealed that two of the selected papers [27, 28], were separate publications originating from the same primary research. Although these had a somewhat different focus, a review of their content indicated that there was a significant degree of overlap. As one of these two articles [27] provided a richer description of concepts represented in both studies, a decision was made to retain only that article.

5.2. Quality Assessment

For the purposes of quality assessment, the main author carried out quality ratings and a second reviewer independently completed ratings for a random sample of 50% of included papers to verify inter-rater reliability. This process indicated 86% inter-reviewer agreement. The kappa coefficient was calculated to account for the probability of agreement occurring on chance alone and the calculated value (K= .67, 95% CI [0.36-0.99]) suggested an adequate level of agreement [47]. In instances where there were disagreements in ratings, these were resolved through discussion. Assigned scores and global ratings are illustrated in Table 1.
Records identified through database searching (n = 8,117)

Records after duplicates removed (n = 4,732)

Records screened (n = 4,732)

Records excluded on the basis of titles/abstracts (n = 4,651)

Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n = 81)

Full-text articles excluded, with reasons (n = 68)
  - Not qualitative (n= 9)
  - Grey literature/ Unpublished (n= 13)
  - Not peer-reviewed (n= 1)
  - Case studies/ reflective pieces (n= 3)
  - Secondary data analysis (n= 3)
  - Insufficient reporting of qualitative data (n= 6)
  - Not in English (n= 2)
  - Focus on different population (n= 6)
  - Focus on staff working with individuals under 18 (n= 11)
  - Focus on risk reduction, non-relational aspects of sexual health or programme/tool evaluation (n= 14)

Eligible studies identified from database search (n = 13)

Total number of eligible articles identified (n = 17)

Articles included in quality appraisal/synthesis (n = 16)

Exclusion of one out of two articles originating from the same study (n = 1)

Figure 1: Search Process Flowchart based on the PRISMA Group [46]
Five studies received “high” global quality ratings [27, 31, 32, 48, 49], nine received “moderate” global quality ratings [29, 50-57] and two received “low” global quality ratings [30, 58]. Low ratings were most commonly attributed to limited information provided in relation to ethics procedures followed and consideration of the researchers’ role and its impact on the planning and conducting of research. Another area in which a number of studies achieved low scores was that of analysis, most commonly due to the insufficient reporting of the stages and process of analyses carried out.

In their proposed scoring system, Butler and colleagues [41] recommend that studies scoring less than six be excluded from reviews. In this review, one study [58] achieved a score of five, predominantly due to insufficient reporting of the research aims, recruitment, data collection, researcher role, ethics and process of analysis. There is much debate in relation to whether quality appraisal should determine inclusion or exclusion of articles [59]. Some authors have argued that the inclusion of low quality articles can distort the findings of a review and subsequently its overall credibility [60]. Other authors have proposed that the impact of excluding poorly reported studies on the depth and thickness of a review’s overall findings is sometimes minimal due to the often limited contribution of poorly reported studies [61], therefore making a case for their exclusion. Although it is acknowledged that the use of a numerical threshold as a cut-off criterion has its limitations [59] and that low scores can be reflective of poorly reported as opposed to poorly conducted research [62], in the present review quality ratings determined inclusion and exclusion. A decision was therefore made to exclude the article by Hamilton and colleagues [58]. The exclusion of articles receiving low quality ratings from synthesis is also consistent with previous syntheses in this subject area [11].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Articles (First Author &amp; Year)</th>
<th>Quality Criteria</th>
<th>Total Score</th>
<th>Global Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbot (2007)</td>
<td>0.5 1 1 1 1 0.5 0 1 1 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwirynkalo (2017)</td>
<td>1 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton (2002)</td>
<td>0.5 1 1 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 1 0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Exc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Höglund (2019a)</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafferty (2012)</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Löfgren-Mårtenson (2015)</td>
<td>1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire (2019)</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.5 1 1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>Mod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino (2019)</td>
<td>1 1 0.5 1 0.5 0 0 1 1 0.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuman (2019)</td>
<td>1 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 1 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pariseau-Legault (2017)</td>
<td>1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pariseau-Legault (2019)</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkes (2006)</td>
<td>1 1 1 0.5 1 0 0.5 0.5 1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Mod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxe (2016)</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson (2014)</td>
<td>0.5 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>Mod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young (2012)</td>
<td>1 1 0.5 1 1 0 1 0.5 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkenfeld (2011)</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.5 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mod</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scoring system:** Yes- 1 point  Unsure- 0.5 points  No- 0 points

**High Quality:** Scores 9-10  **Low Quality:** Less than 7.5  **Moderate Quality:** Scores 7.5-9  **Exclude:** Less than 6
5.3. Characteristics of Included Studies

Extracted information regarding papers included in the review can be found in Table 2. All 15 studies used qualitative methodology; ten used interviews for data collection, three used focus groups, one combined interviews and focus groups and one used a qualitative questionnaire. Of the ten studies that collected data using interviews, seven specified the use of semi-structured interviews, one specified the use of an open-ended structured interview and two did not specify the interview approach. A variety of methods were used for data analysis, including thematic analysis, grounded theory, content analysis, interpretative phenomenological analysis, discourse analysis and methods of analysis drawing from phenomenology. Of the 15 studies included in this review, four were conducted in the United Kingdom, four in Canada and two in Sweden. The remaining five were conducted in Australia, Poland, Northern Ireland, Israel and the United States.

A total number of 297 staff participated across studies. This included 129 support workers, 13 educators, 19 midwives, eight ID nurses, five social workers, eight ID service managers and 115 professionals from unspecified mixed backgrounds, such as nurses, support workers, educators, psychologists and clinicians. Some of the included studies collected data from staff as well as other populations, such as family carers or service users [48, 49, 55]. For the purposes of this review, only data collected from staff was included in the analysis. One study [57] included in their sample educators working with individuals under the age of 18. However, as their views were presented separately from those working with older individuals and differences between groups were discussed, data from participants working with the older age group was included.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) and Year</th>
<th>Focus of Study</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number and Type of Participants</th>
<th>Methods and Type of Analysis</th>
<th>Key Qualitative Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbott &amp; Howarth (2007)</td>
<td>Staff views on supporting LGBT sexual and intimate relationships.</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>71 direct support staff workers and managers employed at range of services including residential community services, day services, a long-stay hospital and advocacy services</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews, Grounded Theory</td>
<td>Staff did not feel confident approaching the issue of sexuality, which was frequently described as an inappropriate topic of discussion unless raised directly by service users or until a “crisis” occurred. The views of parents and carers were described as a barrier to providing support related to sexuality. Staff identified a lack of training regarding sexuality and same-sex relationships, and unfamiliarity with policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwirynkalo et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Exploration of support staff perspectives in relation to the sexuality of individuals with ID.</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>16 support staff workers employed at residential settings and day centres</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews, Phenomenological method</td>
<td>Two conflicting discourses of sexuality as a human right with positive implications and as a problem were identified. Barriers to the sexual expression of individuals with ID resulted from family reactions, public perceptions of disability and lack of systemic support. Personal characteristics of individuals with ID were perceived as potential barriers or facilitators. More systemic support and further education/training were identified as essential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Höglund &amp; Larsson (2019a)</td>
<td>Midwives’ ethical dilemmas and legal considerations in relation to contraceptive counseling for women with ID.</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>19 midwives working at antenatal/family planning clinics</td>
<td>Five focus groups, Inductive content analysis</td>
<td>Midwives described ethical dilemmas related to women’s vulnerability and risk of abuse. Dilemmas were reported in relation to achieving a balance between supporting women’s autonomy and offering protection or directive support, as well as seeking assistance from supporting persons (e.g. family members). Organisational support was described as insufficient and midwives identified a need for additional support and supervision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafferty et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Exploration of the views of professionals and family carers in relation to barriers to relationships and sexuality education.</td>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>24 frontline staff workers, 26 family carers and 24 professionals</td>
<td>Focus Groups &amp; Interviews, Thematic Content Analysis</td>
<td>There was a recognised need for Relationships and Sexuality Education (RSE), but also an acknowledgement amongst staff that it was not regularly provided and was often reactive in nature. Several barriers to RSE were reported, mainly the need to protect from vulnerability, lack of training, limited resources and cultural restrictions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s) and Year</td>
<td>Focus of Study</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Number and Type of Participants</td>
<td>Methods and Type of Analysis</td>
<td>Key Qualitative Findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Löfgren-Mårtenson et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Exploration of the perceptions of professionals and parents regarding the use of the Internet for sexual purposes by young people (over 18) with ID.</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Eight professionals working at secondary schools and five parents</td>
<td>Five semi-structured focus groups</td>
<td>Findings highlighted that the Internet was viewed as providing social opportunities that might not be available in real life, but also as exposing individuals with ID to new risks. Professionals emphasised the complexities of young people understanding the rules of conduct when navigating the Internet (e.g. self-exposure, accessing pornography) and discussed the complex nature of who holds responsibility for preventing risks related to the use of the Internet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Exploration of support workers’ perceptions of their role of supporting the sexuality of people with ID.</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Six support workers employed at supported living services</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews using vignettes. Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis</td>
<td>Participants described performing competing roles as facilitators and protectors. Response to issues relating to sexuality was variable and changeable due to a lack of role clarity and the influence of contextual factors and personal beliefs. Staff perceived their role in response to sexuality as limited and often distanced themselves from responsibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino &amp; Perreault-Laird (2019)</td>
<td>Exploration of the experiences of direct care workers in relation to the sexuality of people with ID.</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Six direct care workers employed by service agencies and non profit care organisations</td>
<td>Interviews Thematic Analysis</td>
<td>Staff felt unclear about their role in raising the issue of sexuality and at times showed a lack of commitment to their role, as they did not view it as permanent. Staff expressed discomfort raising the issue of sexuality, which led to avoiding the topic, and expressed a belief that this would be against the religious values of their organisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuman (2019)</td>
<td>Exploration of the attitudes of support staff in relation to the couple relationships of adults with ID.</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>40 direct support staff</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews Thematic Content Analysis</td>
<td>Support staff perceived couple relationships as more challenging for people with ID and described challenges as resulting from the relationships themselves and the actions of others. Desire for involvement in relationships was often attributed to a desire for a more normative lifestyle. Participants generally described their role in relation to supporting couple relationships as limited and often focussed solely on conflict situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s) and Year</td>
<td>Focus of Study</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Number and Type of Participants</td>
<td>Methods and Type of Analysis</td>
<td>Key Qualitative Findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Pariseau-Legault & Holmes (2017) | Exploration of staff perspectives on the emotional and sexual expression of individuals with ID, and on the impact of influencing factors. | Canada | 16 participants including five service users, six support workers and five parents | Semi-structured interviews
Analysis through circular interpretative process and subsequent Foucauldian discourse analysis | Support workers reflected on the complexity of their role and expressed a desire to facilitate the emotional and sexual expression of service users. They reported a lack of clear policies. They described a range of restrictive practices within services and reflected on the need to remain emotionally vigilant and safeguard individuals with ID. |
| Pariseau-Legault et al. (2019) | Exploration of support workers’ experiences in relation to sexuality in the context of ID from an ethical perspective. | Canada | Six support workers employed at a rehabilitation service | Interviews
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis | Findings highlighted that, despite recognition of the value of affective and sexual expression, staff described this as crossing the boundaries of their role and organisational policy. Despite the uncertainty regarding their role, staff expressed a commitment to managing such situations when they arose and their narratives revealed a balancing act between accountability and their duty to meet service users’ needs, whilst managing their own personal values and beliefs. Findings highlighted the difficulties of navigating a contradictory discourse, which emphasised participation and autonomy, yet was dominated by a risk management narrative. |
| Parkes (2006) | Exploration of support staff’s perceptions and experiences in relation to the sexuality of service users with ID. | United Kingdom | Nine care staff at day centres | Focus Groups
Method as described by Dey (1993) | Participants reported several sexual situations where a response was required however this often relied on personal judgement. Factors identified as barriers included the perceived vulnerability of individuals with ID and parents/carers’ reactions. Participants discussed cases where service users reacted to oppression of their rights and reflected on their own emotional reactions and coping. There was some evidence that same sex relationships may attract homophobic reactions. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) and Year</th>
<th>Focus of Study</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number and Type of Participants</th>
<th>Methods and Type of Analysis</th>
<th>Key Qualitative Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saxe &amp; Flanagan (2016)</td>
<td>Exploration of how prepared support workers feel to manage sexuality related issues when working with individuals with ID.</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>16 University students with previous or current experience as support workers</td>
<td>Open-ended qualitative questions as part of a larger questionnaire Inductive content analysis</td>
<td>Participants reported lack of experience and confidence in dealing with sexuality related issues, as well as lack of clear policy. Those who felt confident attributed this to their work experience rather than training received. Although participants identified protection and teaching service users how to display sexually appropriate behaviours as goals, helping them maintain positive relationships was also identified as a need.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Exploration of the perspectives of clinicians and service managers on barriers to the provision of sexual health services for people with ID.</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Eight disability service managers from government operated and funded organisations 23 clinicians working in same services (psychologist, nurse, educator, counsellor, behaviour specialist)</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews Grounded Theory</td>
<td>The main barriers identified included lack of policy and training, attitudinal barriers and lack of lifelong sexual health for individuals with ID. Overall, service providers reflected on the barriers as limiting their ability to promote service users’ sexual health and leading to sexual behaviours being pathologised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Exploration of staff attitudes towards the sexuality of individuals with ID in relation to gender.</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>10 staff working directly with people with ID in a variety of capacities at day centres, social services and support agencies</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews Thematic Analysis</td>
<td>Staff perceived females as more innocent and vulnerable to risk, whereas males were viewed as more driven by biological sexual desires and as more predatory. Different motivations for intimate relationships were assigned to individuals with ID depending on their gender.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkenfeld &amp; Ballan (2011)</td>
<td>Exploration of the beliefs and attitudes of educators towards the sexuality of individuals with ID.</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Five teachers in a school based program (for individuals under 18) and five instructors in an adult day services based program (for individuals over 18)</td>
<td>Open ended, structured interviews Content analysis</td>
<td>Educators in adult day services discussed service users’ sexuality as a human right and a need that should be supported and promoted. The issue of service users’ ability to consent to sexual relationships was raised as a factor influencing the facilitation or prevention of sexual relationships and sexual education was identified as a vehicle through which service users can learn to develop healthy and safe relationships.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4. Thematic Synthesis

The process of coding produced a total of 49 codes (Appendix 5). In order to group codes into descriptive themes, similarities and differences were considered and this process yielded a total of eight subordinate descriptive themes. While other methodological approaches that examine the recurrence of themes give clear guidelines regarding the frequency with which themes need to appear across the dataset in order to be considered representative [63], no such guidelines have been explicitly stated for thematic synthesis. As articles included in this review reported relatively consistent findings, all descriptive themes were represented in at least half of the included articles and are therefore likely to be reflective of the dataset as a whole.

Thomas and Harden [42] acknowledge that, although descriptive themes produced from the analysis can be similar to the themes of the original studies, thematic synthesis aims to “go beyond” the content of original studies. This was achieved by using the descriptive themes to address the research questions under review, with an understanding that the creation of more abstract themes would depend on the researcher’s insight and judgment [42]. More specifically, the reviewer inferred the experiences of staff in relation to supporting the sexuality and relationships of individuals with ID in general, and in doing so also considered what factors might be influencing decision-making within their role. Consideration was also paid to staff attitudes and perceptions of their role in supporting sexuality and relationships. This process led to the creation of four abstract and analytical themes, which were refined until they reflected the eleven produced subthemes sufficiently. The final superordinate and subordinate themes are shown in Table 3, alongside contributions from each included article.
Table 3. Superordinate and Subordinate Themes with Article Contributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Articles (First author &amp; year)</th>
<th>Attitudes towards sexuality and relationships: A right and a challenge</th>
<th>Responding to sexuality and relationships: A conflicted discourse</th>
<th>Uncertainty and lack of systemic support</th>
<th>Influences on decision-making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbot (2007)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwirynkalo (2017)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton (2002)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Höglund (2019a)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafferty (2012)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Löfgren-Mårtenson (2015)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maguire (2019)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino (2019)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuman (2019)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pariseau-Legault (2017)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pariseau-Legault (2019)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkes (2006)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxe (2016)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson (2014)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young (2012)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkenfeld (2011)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4.1. Attitudes towards sexuality and relationships: A right and a challenge

The majority of included studies found that staff provided a conflicted discourse when reflecting on their attitudes towards the sexuality and relationships of individuals with ID, with their narratives generally portraying romantic and sexual expression as a human right as well as a challenge and a source of risk.

Subtheme 1: A right and a universal need

Staff in nine studies described the sexuality and relationships of individuals with ID as a human right that should be respected and promoted within services and organisations [27, 29-32, 48, 49, 51, 54, 57]. In some cases, there was an acknowledgement that these rights were violated or disrespected, and often this triggered feelings of frustration and anger for staff [49, 51, 54, 57]: “You know what I mean, I’d hate for anybody to miss out because I think it’s such a wonderful thing. I just feel so frustrated sometimes when I think this is what they want and people are stopping them”[51, p. 35].

Fewer studies focused on the emotional or social value of relationships in the lives of individuals with ID. Those who did, described involvement in sexual and romantic relationships as not only meeting physical needs, but also as having the potential to meet a range of emotional and social needs for individuals with ID [27, 31, 49, 54, 57]. For example, involvement in relationships was in some cases described as reducing loneliness and giving the individual a sense of shared purpose: “I’m really in favour of their relationships. They really function better when they are in a relationship. They’ve got someone to live for.” [54, p. 80]. Additionally, involvement in couple relationships was described as a status symbol and expression of normality [31, 48]: “It seems to be a way of feeling recognition somehow… to show who you are and… how many girls and boys you have met… how much sex you have. Again, it’s this thing about being “normal”’ [48, p. 537], as well as an opportunity for individuals to develop and learn from others: “Couple
relationships is an opportunity for personal, social, and communication development” [31, p. 6].

Subtheme 2: A problem and a source of risk

All studies reported that the sexual needs of individuals with ID were often also viewed as a source of risk [27, 29, 31, 32, 48-50, 52-57], mostly due to service users' vulnerability and the possibility of abuse and exploitation within their relationships. As the following extract suggests, staff attitudes were generally largely conflicted and echoed a commonly reported ethical dilemma between protection and sexual autonomy, and the implications this could have for the potential violation of service users' rights: “He has the right to a sexual life (...) Why not? But at the same time, there’s this whole aspect of making sure that no one is at risk. Yes, he has sexual needs, so of course I’m concerned about it. But how far does it go? What rights do we have to stop this service user from experiencing sexuality?” [32, p. 122].

Sexual behaviour was also often described as inappropriate and problematic [32, 50, 52, 54, 57] or ‘childlike’ [29]. In some studies, staff expressed ambivalent or negative views towards the issue of parenthood for individuals with ID [32, 54, 57]: “I don’t think it’s fair to have somebody who is disabled themselves and can’t take care of themselves… I don’t mind sex but the pregnancy is not fair to the child…” [57, p. 357]. Similarly, other studies suggested that homosexuality in individuals with ID was not viewed as a conscious choice or a legitimate expression of sexuality [51, 52] and was met with higher levels of anxiety compared to heterosexual relationships [56]. Notably, some studies highlighted that, although their participants had generally expressed supportive views about the sexuality and relationships of individuals with ID, these were not necessarily representative of staff attitudes in their organisations overall [51-54]: “Well, a lot of the group homes there’s no real barriers there except for staff attitudes, but they’re more of an attitudinal barrier that they actually stop the training from happening” [53, p. 143].
5.4.2. Responding to sexuality and relationships: A conflicted discourse

When reflecting on their own role in supporting the sexual and romantic lives of the individuals with ID they worked with, staff narratives often echoed an ambivalent stance. This fluctuated between the recognition of their ongoing role in supporting service users with such matters as well as a tendency to avoid dealing with sexuality directly or only deal with issues surrounding sexuality and relationships in a reactive as opposed to a proactive manner.

Subtheme 1: Supporting sexuality and relationships

Staff in ten studies expressed a desire to support individuals with ID with issues related to sexuality and relationships [27, 29, 31, 49, 51-55, 57]. For example, they commonly described that individuals with ID held poor sexual socio-sexual knowledge and recognised their potential role in helping them develop such knowledge and skills through sexual education [31, 49, 52, 54, 57]. The following extract suggests that in some cases staff felt a sense of responsibility to approach the topic of sexuality and relationships even if they were not necessarily expected to: “But I feel obliged to widen it [the curriculum]. I don’t feel I could teach fairly to students for a year and not bring in themes like sexuality. You know you spend hours talking about the rights to money and the rights to Giro, the rights to a safe working environment, when actually very few of our students really have an awareness of their money, or are going to go into paid work. But 90% of my students will at some point have a relationship” [52, p. 120].

Staff across seven studies shared experiences of supporting service users with issues relating to sexuality and relationships in several informal ways in their day-to-day interactions with them. This most often involved helping them build socio-sexual knowledge and skills [27, 31, 49, 52, 55, 57], providing direct advice regarding relationships and sexual expression [29, 31, 52, 55, 57], supporting them with sexual health and reproduction [27] and enabling them to widen their social circle and meet
potential partners [52]. Unsurprisingly, in the majority of studies staff described their role as aiming both at promoting sexuality and protecting individuals with ID in order to make sure they expressed their sexual and romantic needs safely [27, 29, 31, 32, 49, 51, 53, 54, 57]. “I would…say you know ‘it sounds like this is something you’re interested in (watching pornography), it’s something you’d like to be doing. It is an adult thing to be doing and looking at and you are an adult now. It’s about exploring how to do that in a safe and protected way’”[29, p. 61].

Subtheme 2: Keeping sexuality and relationships at a distance

While most studies reported that staff did get involved in supporting the sexuality and relationships of service users, in eight studies staff reported that in their services there was also a tendency to avoid dealing with sexuality directly [29, 30, 31, 32, 49, 51-53]. For example, in some cases staff reportedly redirected such conversations or avoided proactively engaging with sexuality unless service users initiated it [29, 52, 53], suggesting that otherwise these needs remained overlooked: “They’ve actually got to instigate it. It’s not something we offer as a suggestion. It’s not something we tend to discuss very much with the clients at all”[53, p. 143].

Similarly, other studies reported that sexuality tended to be overlooked unless a response was necessary due to a problematic situation or an overt issue that could no longer be ignored [31, 32, 49, 52, 53]: “The only times we talk about it are when it’s problematic (…) If there’s a problem related to sexuality, it will be addressed. If there is no problem, it will not be discussed and we will work on something else instead” [32, p. 120]. Such findings suggest that there is likely a high degree of ambivalence in relation to the way staff respond to such needs.

5.4.3. Uncertainty and lack of systemic support

A consistent finding across the majority of included studies was the lack of clear guidelines regarding staff roles and responsibilities in relation to supporting sexuality and
relationships in particular, as well as a lack of training opportunities and access to information and support. The lack of guidelines and training often created a great deal of uncertainty amongst staff regarding their role in supporting sexuality and relationships.

**Subtheme 1: Lack of guidelines and policy**

Ten out of fifteen studies reported that the services and organisations where participants worked lacked clear policy guidelines specifically in relation to managing the romantic and sexual needs of the individuals they supported [27, 29, 30, 32, 49, 51-55]. “(Sexuality) is not really defined. (…) This is really my personal opinion, because it’s not even in our job description. There are a lot of gray areas, other things that we do that aren’t there. Maybe someday it will be included. (…) We might have to think about it as part of our basic needs” [32, p. 120]. In some cases, where staff believed that policies might have been available, they remained unfamiliar with these [30, 50, 52] or did not mention them as overly relevant to their everyday practice [51].

In some cases, staff were only familiar with content relevant to what they should avoid doing when dealing with sexuality or with content focused on protecting individuals from potentially abusive situations [53]: “Ah, we don’t really have any (policies) that I’m aware of, other than the client/staff policy about we’re not allowed to have a sexual relationship with the clients” [53, p. 141]. Staff in three studies reflected on the value of policies within services and organisations and stated that further policy development was necessary in order for them to have a clear understanding of how to fulfill their roles [27, 49, 52].

**Subtheme 2: Lack of training and support**

In eight studies, staff described the training they had received on issues surrounding the sexual and romantic expression of the individuals they supported as extremely limited or absent [27, 30, 49, 50, 52, 54]. “Since I started working with disability in 2008, I’ve received no sexual health training and I’m now the supervisor.” [53, p. 142]. This, in turn, limited their confidence in their ability to respond to such needs appropriately [27, 49, 50,
Two studies also highlighted that the limited training opportunities available had focused exclusively on the prevention of abuse [30, 49], as opposed to promoting positive socio-sexual skills: “We participate in watching a video which is-needed to be changes-about abuse and prevention of sexual abuse. But in terms of their rights to be sexually active, we really don’t have a lot of about that, they (the agency) kind of stay away from that subject” [30, p. 11].

Abbot & Howarth [52] also found that the link between training and policies that could back up staff decisions was missing, which led to staff feeling motivated yet powerless about introducing changes to the way they dealt with sexuality and relationships: “People would come on the training, raise awareness, all sorts of things would be disclosed and then they would say, ‘But where’s the back up for us in the workplace? You know, can we allow this? Should we stop that? What can we do about whatever?’” [52, p. 122]. Some studies also reported that lack of knowledge often led staff to seek external support or guidance from their seniors, which however was not always available or sufficient [27, 49].

Subtheme 3: Uncertainty about role

Nine studies found that, partly due to the reported lack of guidelines and training, staff experienced a great deal of uncertainty about their role in dealing with the issues of sexuality and relationships [27, 29, 30, 32, 49, 51, 53-55]. Seven studies highlighted that staff members’ uncertainty regarding their responsibilities meant that they were often left to respond to situations relating to sexuality and relationships intuitively and as they deemed appropriate [29, 30, 32, 49, 51, 53, 54]. In some cases, this allowed room for staff members’ own values and moral judgments to influence decisions and led to inconsistent responses to incidents where input was required [29]: “That one would be a hard decision for me because I myself am not, I find pornography bad” [29, p. 61].

One study [32] highlighted that uncertainty became even greater in situations with a potential to be sexually unsafe or involving an element of risk, likely reflecting staff
members’ ongoing struggle between meeting service users’ needs and protecting them, as well as protecting themselves. In some cases staff resolved this tension either by employing overly protective practices [32] or avoiding dealing with sexuality directly [29, 49, 51, 53]. As the following extract suggests, role uncertainty in some cases resulted in service users’ rights to romantic and sexual expression being compromised as protection became a priority: “…in a sense we did palm it off, but there’s nothing in our policies as, it comes back to policies and procedures, to say what we can and can’t do or whether we cross the line.” [53, p. 141].

5.4.4. Influences on decision-making

Several factors influencing decision-making in relation to issues concerning the sexual and romantic expression of individuals with ID were reported across studies. Such factors originated from employing organisations, as well as from staff themselves, service users and their families. It should be noted that, with a few exceptions, these influencing factors were most commonly described as barriers as opposed to factors that facilitated staff decision-making.

Subtheme 1: Organisational factors

Eight studies reported that staff perceived organisational factors to play an important role in determining the degree to which service users’ romantic and sexual needs could be met [30, 32, 49, 52-55, 57]. Four studies reported that the ethos and, when available, existing policies of organisations were intolerant to the sexuality of individuals with ID and openly discouraged them from facilitating sexual expression [30, 49, 53, 54]. “The message is that we (as an organization) prefer that individuals are asexual and consequently try to redirect as much as possible” [30, p. 14]. Notably, only two studies [52, 54] provided evidence that policies in some services were viewed as helpful, for example by allowing service users access to private spaces where they could pursue intimate relationships [54]. The availability of clear rules also provided staff with certainty and legitimacy in the
face of criticism for decisions made in relation to sexuality, thus reducing their fear about the potential consequences [52]. “They’ve got their own opinion but these are our policies and we can’t change them. We showed them the policy and said, ‘This is how we’re going to work it… they’re both consenting and we can’t stop it.’” [52, p. 121].

Six studies referred to the living environments of individuals with ID and the set up of services as major barriers to service users’ ability to express themselves sexually and maintain relationships [32, 49, 53-55, 57]. These included practical barriers, such as the lack of private spaces [32, 49, 53, 55], as well as restrictive regulations such as a requirement for room doors to be open [54, 55]. “Regarding roommates-time and place to set up for them to do it (e.g., masturbation)… it’s difficult in this environment because they’re not really allowed to—I feel they should be allowed (to masturbate)… to have a room to go fool around in- (but there is) no privacy-privacy is an issue” [57, p. 356] One study highlighted that organisational restrictions could lead individuals with ID to maintain a “double life” by expressing themselves sexually in secrecy, potentially compromising their safety and integrity [55]. “Recently I went to (facility) to do bandages for a girl who had made love in the park and her knees were completely frozen (…) (she had) third degree burns because it was winter and she had been on her knees.” [55, p. 605].

**Subtheme 2: Fear of accountability and repercussions**

Seven studies reported that staff commonly experienced a great deal of fear in relation to taking responsibility for decisions made in the context of relationships and sexuality due to the potential personal and professional repercussions of such decisions [29, 30, 32, 49, 51-53]. This fear was most commonly described in the context of organisations with either unclear or restrictive policies regarding the management of relationships and sexuality. For example, staff who experienced uncertainty about policies and their own role, frequently reported a great deal of fear in relation to accidentally “crossing the line” and the negative career consequences this might incur [29, 30, 51, 52]. In some cases, staff resolved this tension by deferring responsibility to more knowledgeable colleagues or
seniors [29, 51, 52]: “It would be quite hard if he says, ‘I want this’. Sounds horrible but I don’t think I’d want to, you know. I’d just get the manager involved and if something did go completely wrong it’s on his shoulders isn’t it?” [52, p. 120].

Similarly, staff employed by organisations with restrictive policies described these as limiting their ability to support the sexuality and relationships of service users. Such restrictive policies were often incongruent with staff values and attitudes and as such triggered feelings of discomfort or powerlessness regarding their role, as well as an acknowledgment that acting in a way that was consistent with their personal values would lead to career consequences [30, 49]: “I’m sitting here and I feel like a complete hypocrite, because there is so much that I would love to be able to do but my hands are tied. If they (the clients) came to me and asked me for help I couldn’t do it because my job and my neck would be on the line” [49, p. 35].

**Subtheme 3: Service user factors**

The role of service user characteristics was another factor reported by ten studies as influencing decision-making around relationships and sexuality [27, 29, 31, 45, 48, 49, 53, 54, 56, 57]. For example, staff described service users’ level of intellectual functioning as influencing their ability to process educational materials and as such meaningfully participate in conversations about sex and reproduction [27, 31, 53], navigate relationships on the Internet [48] and consent to relationships [57]: “I guess with people with high support needs, it’s also unclear, I mean how would you go about providing some kind of sexual health education to someone who has no skills whatsoever and their cognitive ability is really, really low” [53, p. 144]. In addition, staff were more likely to prioritise protection over autonomy for those perceived as being of lower ability [49], perceive people with profound ID as less likely to have sexual needs [29] as well as less able to control themselves and understand social norms relating to sexuality [54].
Certain individual characteristics such as level of pre-existing sexual knowledge and ability to control oneself sexually [54] were also perceived as factors facilitating staff involvement with issues surrounding sexuality. Gender was only mentioned by two studies [54, 56] as a factor influencing how staff managed the issues of sexuality and relationships. These suggested that men were viewed as more driven by sexual motives when entering relationships [56] and less able to control their sexual impulses than women [54, 56], which led to women being perceived as more innocent, sexually naïve and vulnerable [56].

Subtheme 4: The role of family caregivers

Family caregivers were identified by nine studies as playing a key role in staff’s ability to support issues around sexuality and relationships [27, 29, 31, 32, 49, 51-54]. In the majority of studies, this involvement was perceived as a barrier due to family caregivers directing if and how the issue of sexuality should be managed [30, 51, 52] and as having the potential to limit or prohibit their adult children’s sexual expression and autonomy [27, 31, 49, 51-54]: “We basically can’t meet the sexual health needs of the client, because the parents are giving us directives as to, this is how it’s going to be” [53, p. 143]. In some cases of family caregivers who opposed to decisions aimed at facilitating sexual expression, staff feared that negative reactions could lead to formal complaints, which further complicated their ability to fulfill their role [51].

At the same time, there was an acknowledgement that, when family caregivers acted as facilitators and supported their children’s desire to be involved in relationships, this involvement was invaluable due to the amount of influence they had on other parents [54]: “We’ve got such a group of parents- leaders, very open, moving forward, aware of their children’s needs- not just eating and drinking but also sexual ones. And they attended this training session (on sexuality if people with ID) and they encouraged others to join it as well” [54, p. 82]. Of note is, however, that findings regarding the positive contributions of
family caregivers in this area were only reported by one study, suggesting that the role of family caregivers was largely viewed as a barrier as opposed to a facilitator.

6. Discussion

The present review suggests that staff perceptions and attitudes towards the sexuality and relationships of individuals with ID are ambivalent, a finding that perhaps explains the inconclusive findings of attitudinal research in this area [12-18] and is consistent with those of previous qualitative reviews [11, 25, 26]. Although staff across several studies embraced the normalisation discourse and articulated a desire and moral commitment to supporting service users with sexual needs, they also voiced cautious attitudes towards their sexuality. Sexual expression was also described as a source of risk and a challenge, suggesting that it continues to be viewed in the context of risk and vulnerability [64]. Of note is that, although attitudes were arguably not openly negative or discriminatory, participants in some of the included studies acknowledged that negative attitudes were still common amongst staff in their organisations [51-54]. It is therefore possible to assume that a degree of social desirability may prevent staff from expressing openly negative views within studies or more likely, that staff holding openly negative or discriminatory attitudes may be more likely to be under-represented in research due their exclusion by self-selection bias [65].

The findings of this synthesis indicate that staff tended to respond to issues relating to sexuality and relationships in an equally conflicted manner. An exploration of the interplay between factors underlying this conflicted stance revealed that staff were required to perform their roles in a complex ethical landscape characterised by multiple power struggles and pressures. Similarly to the findings of previous reviews [11, 26], the ethical complexity most frequently cited by participants across studies was related to the issue of vulnerability and protection, which appeared to trigger both personal and systemic anxiety. In this synthesis, family caregivers were also identified by staff as a source of pressure, with such findings likely reflecting the commonly reported fearful attitudes parents hold
towards their children's sexuality [10, 66, 67], which reportedly tend to be more conservative than those of staff [10, 12]. Service ethos and restrictive policies within organisations were also found to complicate staff’s ability to respond to service users sexual needs. Compared to previous reviews of research with staff, this synthesis highlighted a greater number of organisational barriers and restrictions to sexual expression, such as limited privacy and strict regulations. Such findings are consistent with those of studies that have involved individuals with ID, which show that the set up of services and existing regulations, pressures and rules often make intimate relationships an impossible task [5, 64].

Staff's struggle to juggle external pressures appeared to be further exacerbated by a lack of training. This finding is widely consistent with existing research showing that, despite the documented effectiveness of training programmes in shifting attitudes towards sexuality [68], there is a clearly identified deficit in sexuality training within services [10, 69]. Lack of training, combined with an absence of clear policies [10], created a sense of uncertainty amongst staff regarding their roles. This subsequently led to a great deal of fear regarding the potential repercussions of taking responsibility for service users’ sexuality and relationships, which has also been reported by a previous review [11]. Fear and uncertainty could in some cases further reinforce a passive attitude towards sexuality or lead to the delivery of inconsistent messages for individuals with ID. Such findings would be consistent with a large body of research with individuals with ID, who report that staff often respond to issues of sexuality selectively and inconsistently [5] and have described rules within services as unclear [70, 71].

6.1. Implications for Individuals with ID

Staff attitudes and practices towards the sexuality and relationships of the individuals they support can have significant implications on how they perceive themselves as sexual beings. By avoiding or actively discouraging sexual expression, staff may ultimately convey the message that sexuality is not an option for service users or reinforce the idea
that it is dangerous and forbidden [64, 72]. This can create a self-fulfilling prophecy where individuals with ID internalise this view and either refrain from expressing their sexuality or engage with sexuality in secrecy [5, 71, 72], thus putting themselves at potentially greater risk. Additionally, a perception of service users who are less cognitively able or lack sexual knowledge as less likely to be supported to express their sexuality [29, 48, 49], can potentially create a self-perpetuating cycle whereby service users who need it the most are the least likely to receive education and support to fulfill their romantic and sexual needs.

The findings of the present synthesis suggest that negative or even discriminatory messages in relation to certain aspects of the sexuality of individuals with ID are still likely to be communicated. This is more likely to be the case in relation to the issues of pregnancy and parenthood [32, 54, 57], as well as homosexuality [51, 52, 56]. Research in the area of attitudes towards homosexuality, which has received rather limited attention by previous reviews, suggests that homophobic responses from staff can be subtle, yet present [52]. In line with this, a recently published study amongst LGBT+ disabled youth [73] found that the sexual orientation of individuals with ID was often delegitimized, by being described as a ‘phase’ or a result of their disability, and individuals with ID themselves were often viewed as incapable of making informed choices about their sexuality due to their disability. Taken together, such findings suggest that certain groups of individuals with ID may be more likely to experience discrimination within their environments, with this having the potential to cause isolation and lead to confusion and shame about their sexual identity.

6.2. Implications for Staff and Services

The findings of this review further emphasise the requirement for service policy development specifically in relation to sexuality and relationships, which based on the present findings, is most often either absent or restrictive. The availability of clear policies within services can ensure that service users’ rights are not violated, but also provide staff
with a guideline which can alleviate concerns regarding accountability and repercussions from employing organisations or family caregivers. As policy development is inextricably connected to funding and identified service priorities [53], it is likely that for such changes to occur at a service level, there needs to be a shift in national policy priorities. In that direction, the Care Quality Commission in the UK has recently published a guidance for “Relationships and Sexuality in Adult Social Care Services” [74], which outlines the responsibilities of service providers in meeting those areas of need for service users. Although this is a promising step, ongoing monitoring of the implementation of such guidelines may be required and policy with a more specific focus on ID and sexuality might need to be developed. Hopefully, such developments can gradually lead to a change in culture within services and the elimination of disempowering and restrictive views.

In agreement with previous authors [11, 25, 26], the present review concludes that sufficient and timely training on sexuality is necessary. However, it is worthwhile considering whether traditional training may not be sufficient. For example, based on the findings of the present synthesis, training is more likely to be effective if it maintains close links with policy regarding the implementation of knowledge in practice and within specific staff roles, otherwise, it can lead to a sense of powerlessness [51]. Additionally, with sexuality in the population of individuals with ID being an ethically complex and provocative subject, training may need to be supplemented with opportunities for staff to engage in reflective practice and more meaningful supervision and modelling by senior members of staff. This could alleviate anxieties, help staff manage external pressures and allow them to reflect on how their own values and attitudes may interfere with their practice. Lastly, given the extremely influential role of family caregivers in decision-making surrounding sexuality, it is likely that training tailored to their needs is a prerequisite for any meaningful change in the way such matters are managed within services.
6.3. **Strengths and Limitations**

Given the growing interest of qualitative research on the experiences of staff in relation to supporting the sexuality of individuals with ID, this review is valuable as it provides an up to date overview and quality appraisal of available research. Unlike previous recent reviews conducted in this subject area [25, 26], the qualitative synthesis of previous findings in this review enabled the aggregation of participant perspectives from multiple studies and allowed for an in depth exploration and demonstration of staff attitudes and practices, as well as of the interplay between factors influencing these. By highlighting such processes and factors influencing decision-making and staff practices, the present review was able to combine existing knowledge and use it to make recommendations for practice.

A possible limitation of the present review is related to the well-documented [36] difficulties inherent in searching for qualitative literature in electronic databases. Of note is that a quarter of the articles included in this review were identified through a manual search. Although all measures were taken to avoid the accidental omission of relevant studies, for example by contacting other researchers in this area, there is still potential for human error. Furthermore, in this review a decision was made to exclude grey literature. Although such a decision has the benefit of ensuring the quality of articles through the process of peer review, it is possible that the inclusion of unpublished research, such as dissertations and theses, might have enriched the findings and would have reduced publication bias [75].

Although the present review aimed to include studies using samples of a wide range of staff, there was an over-representation of support workers in the overall sample of included studies and therefore this may have impacted on the nature of themes that emerged as important. For example, as direct care staff are less likely to have received sexuality training compared to staff employed in managerial or clinical roles [69], it is possible that themes related to role uncertainty and powerlessness are more relevant to
that professional group compared to others. Nevertheless, attention was paid during the analysis to ensure that produced themes were, as much as possible, representative of the dataset overall in order to mitigate the risk of providing a biased picture of staff experiences.

6.4. Research Recommendations

Future primary research, as well as reviews may find useful to more specifically consider exploring the experiences and views of other professional groups that remain largely under-represented in research, such as nurses, doctors, social workers and psychologists. Of note is that only one study included in this review reported the views of managers separately from other professionals [36]. Given the crucial role of service managers in the implementation of training and policy as well as in overseeing staff working practices, exploring their views can valuably add to our understanding of how service cultures can shift and adapt to meet the romantic and sexual needs of service users. Additionally, given the evidence provided by this synthesis in relation to the prevalence of negative or discriminatory attitudes towards certain aspects of the sexuality of individuals with ID, such as homosexuality and parenthood, future research exploring these attitudes specifically could provide valuable information regarding underlying factors influencing these and identify mechanisms of change. Lastly, it might be helpful for future evaluations of sexuality training programmes for staff to consider the potential contribution of additional elements, such as reflective practice and supervision, to outcomes related to attitudes and practices.

7. Conclusion

In conclusion, the present review provided an overview, quality appraisal and synthesis of previous qualitative research in the area of staff perceptions and experiences in relation to supporting the sexuality and relationships of individuals with ID. Despite its identified limitations, this review added to existing knowledge produced by previous reviews by
including more recent literature published in 2019, and conducting a qualitative synthesis of previous findings. Findings from the synthesis were discussed in the context of previous research and were utilised to make recommendations for staff and services, with the ultimate aim of ensuring that individuals with ID continue to be supported to build knowledge and skills and are empowered to fulfill their rights to sexual and romantic expression in a meaningful manner.
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1. Abstract

Background: Despite a growing research interest in the romantic relationships and sexuality of individuals with Intellectual Disabilities (ID), little attention has been paid to the way family caregivers understand and manage these issues. This study aimed to explore the views and experiences of nine mothers of adult individuals with mild/moderate ID in relation to their children’s romantic and sexual lives. Method: Data was collected using a semi-structured interview and was analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). Results: Most mothers reported that their sons and daughters were interested in relationships and curious about sex, and described their previous and current relationships as similar to ‘typical’ relationships, yet different in certain aspects. Mothers described their sons’ and daughters’ sexual knowledge as poor and reported lack of proactive and preventative sexual or contraceptive education. Mothers reflected on their role as involving both facilitating relationships and protecting from risk, and described available supports in relation to sexuality and relationships as being valuable. They expressed hope that their children would be able to form romantic relationships, but these were widely viewed as unlikely to be sexual. Discussion: Findings suggested that mothers expressed positive views about relationships and held the dual role of a facilitator and a protector in their children’s relationships. Mothers however made a distinction between romantic and sexual relationships, expressing caution and ambivalence towards the latter. Findings suggest that more emphasis should be placed on helping mothers to proactively support their adult children in building sexual knowledge. Suggestions for future research are discussed.
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2. Introduction

Involvement in romantic and intimate relationships is a major developmental task of adulthood [1], with a range of psychosocial benefits for individuals [2]. The romantic and sexual expression of individuals with Intellectual Disabilities (ID), however, has historically been a neglected area and has often been governed by stereotypical perceptions of this group as either non-sexual beings or as hypersexual [3]. The philosophy of normalisation, which was introduced in the 1970s to promote equal rights, created a gradual shift in public perceptions of individuals with ID leading to their recognition by the Human Rights Act [4]. In the UK, these rights have received attention by national policies [5] and voluntary organisation campaigns, which aim to promote the rights of individuals with ID, including their right to engage in romantic relationships [6].

A growing body of research amongst individuals with ID suggests that intimacy is valued and the desire to be in relationships is present [7, 8], however the social opportunities or socio-sexual knowledge to do so safely are often lacked [7, 9]. As individuals with ID have fewer opportunities than their typically developing peers to obtain sexual knowledge through peer interaction [10], parental influences can be crucial in determining their attitudes and access to socio-sexual information. In addition, given the continuous involvement of parents in their children’s life during adulthood [11], parental influences may also determine the level of social and sexual autonomy individuals are able to achieve [12]. Although parental support and guidance can facilitate engagement in relationships, individuals with ID commonly report feeling overprotected by their caregivers [7, 13].

Although family caregivers generally express positive attitudes about their children’s rights to romantic and sexual expression, they frequently report cautious attitudes towards sex education, show a preference for their child having low levels of intimacy and discuss only few topics mainly focused on safety [14, 15]. Studies have found older parents to hold
more conservative views compared to younger parents [14, 16, 17] and family caregivers to hold more conservative views compared to staff [14, 16]. Such findings, however, may be confounded by age, as family caregivers tend to be older than staff members [16]. A limitation of this line of quantitative research is that self-reported attitudes do not necessarily translate into practice [17] and as such, they provide limited information about parental behaviours and underlying factors influencing these. In this context, qualitative research can be useful as it can shed light on relevant influences and underlying processes [18].

To date, only a limited body of qualitative research has explored the views and experiences of family caregivers in relation to the romantic and sexual lives of their adult children. Rushbrooke and her colleagues [19] conducted a qualitative meta-synthesis focusing on the challenges faced by formal (i.e. paid) and informal (i.e. family) caregivers in relation to the sexuality of adults with ID. Although this review had a somewhat disproportionate focus on formal as opposed to family caregivers and included studies that lacked a specific focus on sexuality or relationships [20, 21], it provided some valuable conclusions. More specifically, it suggested that family caregivers expressed fear and uncertainty, as well as lack of confidence raising the issue of sexuality. They expressed positive attitudes towards their adult children’s sexual expression, however described sexuality as conditional and acceptable within certain limits. Caregivers also expressed their struggle to provide support to individuals with ID with relationships whilst protecting them and managing risk, and identified a need for more training and support from services.

More recent studies have explored the experiences of mothers in relation to supporting the sexual development of their adolescent and young adult sons and daughters with ID [22-24]. This research highlighted the tensions experienced by caregivers between their roles as facilitators and protectors of individuals with ID and overall suggested that parents perceived their sons’ and daughters’ sexuality as challenging and anxiety
provoking [22-24]. Findings also highlighted that parents felt ambivalent in relation to providing sex education [22], tended to avoid or prevent the sexual expression of their sons and daughters [24] and prioritised the protection of individuals with ID, as well as the protection of family and religious values, over the promotion of sexual autonomy [23].

Although existing qualitative research with family caregivers has provided some valuable insights, two limitations can be identified. Firstly, almost all studies have had a primary focus on parental views in relation to the sexual aspects of their children’s relationships, perhaps overlooking emotional and social aspects of these, as well as the emotional meaning attached to them by individuals with ID and their families. Secondly, most research to date [20, 22-27] has focused on parental perceptions of the emerging sexuality of adolescents and young adults, as opposed to the perceptions of individuals’ experiences as they progress through adulthood. It is possible to assume that parents of older individuals may face different challenges. For example, there is preliminary evidence suggesting that older individuals may be more likely to experience perceived inequality as a result of witnessing their siblings getting involved in relationships or getting married as they grow older [28].

An exception to the limitations mentioned above is a recent study [29], which was published while the present research was underway. Neuman [29] explored parental perceptions on the couple relationships of adult individuals with ID living in Israel, with a focus on their wider romantic experiences as opposed to just sexuality, and used a sample of parents of individuals of a wider age range (22-53 years old). His findings suggested that parents were supportive and encouraging of their children’s couple relationships, however were more likely to view them primarily as a source of physical intimacy as opposed to meeting emotional or social needs. Parents described that their sons and daughters had frequent difficulties within these relationships due to cognitive and social limitations, and often relied significantly on external help such as direct support staff. Although parents expressed positive views about physical intimacy within couple
relationships and encouraged it, there was an expectation that this would occur when their children were ‘ready’. Still, such findings provide a much more positive picture of parental attitudes compared to previous studies. This should perhaps be interpreted with caution, however, as the authors acknowledged that the strong emphasis on the importance of family and couple relationships in the Israeli culture may have contributed to these findings. In addition, this study included only parents of individuals who lived in group settings outside the family home. It is therefore possible that a range of issues related to the management of relationships and sexuality commonly perceived by family caregivers as challenging, were managed by support staff as opposed to parents themselves.

3. Rationale for the Present Study

In summary, qualitative research to date has provided some valuable insights into parental experiences. It has, however, been rather limited and largely concerned with the perceptions of families of adolescents and young adults with ID in relation to sexuality, as opposed to the perceptions of families of older individuals with ID in relation to their wider romantic and sexual experiences. This study aimed to address these gaps in research, further add to the understanding of parental experiences and ultimately highlight areas of need and further support. To achieve this, it employed a qualitative design to explore mothers’ experiences, perceptions and influences on their adult sons’ and daughters’ romantic and sexual lives. The focus on mothers was decided on the basis of research suggesting that mothers tend to be the primary care figures in the lives of individuals with ID [14] and, compared to fathers, are more likely to engage in discussions around relationships and sex [14, 30]. Evidence therefore suggests that their views and experiences might differ and as such may be worthy of exploring separately. This study aimed to recruit mothers of adults without setting an upper age limit, in order to allow for the inclusion of mothers of older individuals and facilitate the exploration of potential differences in parental experiences depending on their sons’ and daughters’ age.
4. Method

4.1. Participants

Participants were recruited from voluntary social groups run by families of individuals with ID and through snowballing techniques. They were mothers who met the following criteria; they had a son or daughter older than 18 years old with a mild or moderate ID, they were fluent in English and they had capacity to provide informed consent. No formal evidence of a diagnosis of ID was required, however participants’ sons and daughters had a reported history of previous assessment for ID and involvement with ID services. The severity of participants’ sons’ and daughters’ ID was established on the basis of mothers’ self-reports. Although this study used a convenience sample, services with a specific focus on providing support to individuals with ID and their families in relation to dating, sex and relationships were not approached. This was based on the assumption that the experiences and attitudes of families already accessing such services might not be typical of the population overall.

Participants for the study were nine mothers of individuals with ID ranging from mild to moderate in severity. In order to facilitate the interpretation of the data, information regarding participants’ children’s characteristics (e.g. gender, age, severity of ID, level of support required, residential placement, relationship status) was collected using a questionnaire developed by the principal researcher (Appendix 6). Mothers’ age ranged from 44 to 70 with an average age of 53. Participants’ sons (n=4) and daughters (n=5) were between 18 and 41 years old, with an average age of 25 years old. A summary of additional information regarding participants’ adult children collected through the questionnaire can be found in Table 1. Although additional information regarding any co-morbid diagnoses was not collected through the questionnaire, this was informally explored with participants during the interviews. Three participants reported that their children had a comorbid diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).
4.2. Data Collection and Procedure

Individual interviews were conducted with participants in community settings that provided privacy and lasted between 23 and 44 minutes. A semi-structured interview was used for data collection (Appendix 7). This was developed following a review of the existing literature, discussion with the research team as well as discussion with a group of mothers of individuals with ID. It included open-ended questions aiming to obtain detailed and rich narratives. Examples of questions included “What would you say are your hopes/fears in terms of your son/daughter’s romantic life?” and “What kind of support have you or your son/daughter had in terms of romantic or sexual relationships?”. Prior to the interviews, the researcher explained the aims of the study to participants, sought their informed consent and made sure that they were put at ease. Interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim by the main researcher using electronic software. During

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>N=9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25-35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity of ID</td>
<td>Mild ID</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate ID</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of support required</td>
<td>Requires some support, but not on day to day basis</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requires a lot of support on a day to day basis</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential placement</td>
<td>Living at family home</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current relationship status</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In a relationship</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical relationship status</td>
<td>Believed to have previously been in a romantic/sexual relationship</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not believed to have previously been in a romantic/sexual relationship</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
transcription all identifiable information was removed and names were replaced with pseudonyms. The first two conducted interviews were treated as a pilot of the interview schedule. As no amendments to the original interview schedule were considered necessary, this data was included in the main study.

4.3. Researcher Reflexivity

Throughout the research process, the researcher reflected on the influences of her own beliefs, expectations and experiences on the interpretation of the data through the use of a reflective diary. The researcher remained aware of her experiences of having worked with individuals with ID in a clinical capacity and the potential ways in which this might influence her interpretations of participants’ accounts. The researcher was also aware that, due to the predominantly negative discourse around sexuality and ID in the research literature, during data analysis she experienced a desire to provide a more positive picture by emphasising strengths and positive meaning in participants’ accounts. The researcher remained mindful of the impact this might have on the representativeness of the produced themes and managed it by continually re-engaging with the data and comparing her analysis against participants’ accounts and process of meaning-making.

4.4. Data Analysis

Transcribed data was analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). IPA is a qualitative method, which is underpinned by phenomenology and hermeneutics, and is concerned with the detailed exploration of participants’ personal perspective and attempts to make sense of their world [31]. IPA acknowledges and values the contribution of the researcher’s own perceptions and interpretations to the analysis of participants’ accounts, a process that has been described as a “two-stage interpretation” or “double hermeneutic” [32]. Following the steps suggested by Smith and his colleagues [33], each transcript was initially treated as an individual case study. After reading the transcripts several times, exploratory descriptive, linguistic and interpretative comments were made
and clusters of emergent themes were drawn together. During this process the researcher continued to check her own interpretations against the participants’ accounts. The above steps were repeated for each transcript, subsequently allowing for superordinate and subordinate themes that reflected the dataset as a whole to be identified.

Several steps were taken to promote the rigour of data analysis. In order to achieve coherence, the researcher developed competence and knowledge regarding the philosophical and theoretical background of IPA, and ensured compliance with the method through reflection and use of supervision. A second researcher reviewed samples of transcripts and emerging themes and, at the stage of data analysis, the principal researcher sought participants’ feedback on the emerging themes. From the total of seven participants who provided their consent to be contacted at the stage of analysis, only one provided feedback, and this was incorporated into the analysis. The principal researcher also kept a reflective journal throughout the research process to guide and facilitate the analysis.

4.5. Ethical Considerations

The study was granted ethical approval by the University of Edinburgh Ethics Committee in March 2019 (Appendices 8 and 9). The potentially emotive nature of the topics covered in the interview and the protection of participants’ confidentiality were amongst the ethical issues considered. Relevant permissions from voluntary organisations involved in recruitment were also sought where required.

5. Results

As illustrated in Table 2, five superordinate themes emerged from the data analysis, comprising fifteen subordinate themes. Each subordinate theme was evidenced by data collected by at least three participants, in line with the recommendations made by Smith and colleagues [33]. During the presentation of the results, the term “children” is often
used to refer to participants’ sons and daughters. It should be noted that, as all participants’ children were over the age of 18, the term is used to indicate their relationship to participants as opposed to their age.

Table 2. Summary of Superordinate and Subordinate Themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Superordinate Themes</th>
<th>“Just like everybody else”</th>
<th>“But is it really the same?”</th>
<th>“Risk and Vulnerability”</th>
<th>“Facilitating and Protecting: A fine balance”</th>
<th>“Exploring personal meaning and hope”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Relationships in their radar”</td>
<td>“Is it really romantic?”</td>
<td>“So vulnerable that you just constantly worry”</td>
<td>“Making it happen”</td>
<td>“The way we are meant to be: Exploring the meaning of relationships”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordinate Themes</td>
<td>“Boyfriend-Girlfriend”</td>
<td>“Talking about sex: It goes over her head”</td>
<td>“This girl-boy thing is very different”</td>
<td>“Measures in place”</td>
<td>“Hoping they can manage it one day, but probably not sexual”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Curiosity about sex”</td>
<td>“All sorts of barriers”</td>
<td>“She had never been rejected before”</td>
<td>“Getting help when necessary”</td>
<td>“Something that I miss for her, that she’s never missed”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. “Just like everybody else”

Most participants talked about their sons and daughters displaying romantic interest, expressing a desire to be involved in romantic relationships and sometimes being curious about sex. Some participants reflected on their children’s previous relationships and generally described these as involving elements most commonly associated with romantic relationships. Their narratives indicated that, in some aspects, their children’s romantic needs were viewed as not different to anybody else’s.

5.1.1. “Relationships on their radar”

All but one participant described that their sons and daughters had been curious about or interested in relationships and had occasionally demonstrated an awareness of various
aspects of romantic relationships such as dating, kissing and marriage. Most participants described their children as having shown romantic interest from a young age, for example by having “boyfriends” and “girlfriends” in Primary school. Some participants identified a developmental change as their children grew older; this involved developing a “type” they were attracted to or expressing romantic interest more actively, for example by exchanging their first kiss or asking if they could go on dates: “As she was getting older you know maybe fourth year or fifth year she would come home from school saying “when can I go on a date?” (Participant 5)

Three participants, who were all mothers of older individuals with ID, reported that their children desired to get married and have children in the future, and identified having witnessed other family members getting married and having children as a significant influence on their expectations from their own romantic lives. The following extract suggests that this expectation may have also arisen through discussions that had taken place within the family, which had created an expectation that marriage was a plausible outcome: “And I always used to say “there are lots of people in the family to get married before you”, her cousins for instance who are both married now. So she’ll see that it’s her turn next. What you want to do is the same as everybody else” (Participant 9)

5.1.2. “Boyfriend and Girlfriend”

Six out of nine participants believed that their children had at some point in their lives had a boyfriend or a girlfriend. Without making an explicit distinction, participants talked about certain elements of those previous or existing relationships that differentiated them from friendships. In some cases, the couple had made a conscious decision to progress a relationship from a friendship to a romantic status or to publicly share this new status: “They had known each other for a long time through a group and then all of a sudden they became boyfriend and girlfriend” (Participant 9)
“We had family things going on and when she had a birthday party Blair was there and she introduced him to everybody “this is my boyfriend” and all the rest of it" (Participant 1)

There was also an implication that romantic relationships involved exclusivity resulting from not dating others as well as some level of maintenance, such as going on dates regularly and talking on the phone. As opposed to other social encounters, in the context of romantic relationships individuals also experienced an additional level of independence and privacy: “They go out and have a wee date and go to the pictures and they go for dinner and then he tends to walk her home and make sure she’s safe” (Participant 6)

5.1.3. “Curiosity about sex”

None of the participants believed that their sons and daughters had been sexually active. In the majority, however, participants described that their children had, at some point in their lives, expressed curiosity about sex either by asking questions or making statements about sex: “We were in the car one day, I looked in the mirror and she says “Mum, when can I start sleeping with Stewart?” (Participant 2). All participants stated that sexual education had been provided within school and there was a shared view that this had in some cases triggered more curiosity about sex, which many of them reacted to with surprise. This would suggest that in most cases, this was perhaps the first time the topic of sex was being talked about at home: “They did a bit at school, some sexual education and the first time he said something about a penis, I was like “what?” (with emphasis), “where did you get that from?” (Participant 7)

Even in the absence of their sons’ and daughters’ explicit interest in sex, there was an acknowledgement that sexual desire was present. For example, two participants described that their son and daughter were engaging in masturbation, and this was described as a healthy release of sexual tension. Of note is that, although two more participants identified their sons as experiencing sexual arousal, they did not believe they had successfully mastered the skill of masturbation. Although some limited discussions
regarding this had taken place at home, usually initiated by the fathers, no further action had been taken to ensure masturbation was possible, indicating that it was perhaps not viewed as a topic they could comfortably discuss.

5.2. “But is it really the same?”

Despite acknowledging the presence of romantic interest and desire, participants’ accounts suggested that they frequently questioned their adult children’s romantic intent, the quality of their romantic relationships and the genuineness of their curiosity and interest in sex. This narrative, which was rather contradictory to their previous descriptions of their sons’ and daughters’ interest in relationships and relationship experiences, frequently echoed a discourse of what is “normal” or socially expected in the context of relationships.

5.2.1. “Is it really romantic?”

Several participants explicitly or implicitly questioned whether the romantic intent their children expressed necessarily translated into a genuine desire to be involved in a romantic relationship. For example, the following participant described her daughter’s intention to be involved in a romantic relationship as driven by a need for social acceptance and inclusion, indicating that the expressed desire was guided by societal expectations as opposed to a need for connection: “She just thought that that’s what she should be doing rather than what she wanted to do (…). Probably peer, not peer pressure, but what her peers were doing as well. And obviously she sees things in television and on the Internet and she very much wants to be a normal girl” (Participant 3)

For some participants, a similar belief was based on their view that their adult children did not display a proactive attitude with regard to pursuing a relationship or making it a priority. Interestingly, although this “passive” attitude was often described as a result of individuals’ cognitive limitations and poor social skills, it was frequently interpreted as
evidence that their interest might not be genuine: “Sometimes she will say "I think I'd like a boyfriend" (...) if she came to the club today and she was up dancing with a boy there's no way I would stop her but she just doesn't do that. She wants me to dance with her. She talks a good game as I said, she talks about normal, I hate that word, but normal things.” (Participant 9)

In their narratives, mothers sometimes also described these relationships as “childish” or resembling friendships. Their accounts often echoed an implicit view that these relationships lacked certain elements that would qualify them as being “romantic”, such as involvement in shared activities, reciprocity and physical intimacy beyond hand holding and kissing: “I believe it was more like a friendship. I do think they did kiss and I know they did use to hold hands because she made him” (Participant 1)

“He is not your boyfriend, just a friend you have in school. Because he doesn't take you on dates. Until he takes you on a date, he is not your boyfriend” (Participant 5)

5.2.2. “Talking about sex: It goes over her head”

Despite acknowledging that their adult children showed curiosity or made statements about sex, almost all participants reflected that in reality they had very limited understanding of the concept of sex. Although all participants reported that their children had received sexual education at school, the general consensus was that this had only had a limited impact on their understanding, which remained relatively poor: “You know she has come home and said so and so and so were kissing you know how in school they tried to talk about sex education (...) and she would come home and say "oh we had that today" and I would say "all right, what were they talking about?" and she'd be like "I don't know". It goes over her head” (Participant 5). This narrative of individuals with ID as not able to process or understand sexual concepts, often led to participants interpreting their sons’ and daughters’ statements or questions as attempts to elicit a reaction rather than communicate a need, meaning that these were perhaps not perceived as worth following
up on: “He did mention the word vagina once so he did know the words, but I think he knew that he was getting a reaction when he was saying them. Because we all looked at him when he said them and we knew that he must have been getting sexual education” (Participant 7)

Of note is that, despite the identified gap in understanding of issues surrounding sex, only two participants described having had additional, detailed discussions about sex at home. There was an acknowledgment that this was due to their children not actively trying to find out more about sex or initiate such conversations. This expectation that the individuals with ID would initiate such conversations suggested that participants often felt that it was better to avoid this topic unless guidance was actively sought by their children. As illustrated in the following extract, this might also reflect a worry around creating more curiosity or creating further problems if such topics are raised before the individual with ID is considered to be ready: “Because if she doesn't ask the question I just always think she's not thinking about it. So there’s no point going there if that hasn't gone into her mind yet” (Participant 5)

5.2.3. “All sorts of barriers”

Participants spoke about several barriers that could compromise their sons’ and daughters’ ability to get involved in and maintain relationships. Some reflected on their children’s limited understanding of the social rules that typically govern relationships, such monogamy and reciprocity. Interestingly, this was a concern predominantly expressed by the participants whose children had a confirmed or suspected diagnosis of ASD in addition to ID, potentially due to the social deficits often present in individuals with ASD. In some cases, participants expressed a concern that, due to these limitations, their children might accidentally hurt others, for example by going out with two people at the same time. As illustrated in the following excerpt, others expressed a concern that their children might not be able to find someone who would “tolerate” them: “A relationship with a person is a
two way thing and Olivia is not going to give anything, she’s going to keep everything to herself (laughs). You would need to find someone who could do that and he (her previous boyfriend) had years of it and I'm not joking, he wasn't even given time to say hello on the phone” (Participant 2)

Across participants’ accounts there was also a general sense that a potential partner would need to be able to handle certain aspects of their needs arising from their ID and/or ASD, such as performing personal care or being able to handle challenging behaviour in public. As illustrated in the following extract, for some participants, this narrative led to a realisation that finding a partner who would be able to fulfil the role they themselves previously occupied would be hard, and might in fact be impossible: “But saying that, who’s going to change her bum? Clean her? Do all the things? Shower her? I've tried it for so many years to teach her to wash, toilet herself and she still can't do it” (Participant 8)

5.3. “Risk and Vulnerability”

Participants expressed great fear in relation to the possibility of their sons or daughters being taken advantage of by others emotionally, physically and sexually. They frequently discussed their children’s own experiences of harassment or shared stories of abuse that had recently been shown in the news, suggesting that they remained continually vigilant to potential risks. Participants described their sons and daughters as vulnerable on multiple levels and across their accounts there was a sense that the nature and level of risk was partly dependent on the individual’s gender.

5.3.1. “So vulnerable that you just constantly worry”

Participants talked about their sons and daughters as vulnerable due to their limited understanding of sex, consent and personal space. Almost all participants expressed a fear that their adult children might become victims of exploitation and abuse, and described several behaviours they engaged in, such as taking their clothes off when
others were present or being overfamiliar with strangers, which could place them at risk. Participants generally shared the view that their sons and daughters were most often oblivious to their vulnerability or risks: “Obviously because she can't, well at this moment in time she can't stand up for herself, she doesn't realise how vulnerable she is and doesn't realise the impact that vulnerability has on her life, does that make sense?” (Participant 5)

Some participants reflected that, due to their sons’ and daughters’ limited ability to identify risks, they often felt unsure about whether they would be able to alert their families if something was wrong: “I suppose a worry is that she gets involved with somebody and she doesn't feel that she's happy with them and then maybe not know how to get out of a relationship. You know, she might just keep it all to herself and you know, let it all build up” (Participant 3). This narrative suggested that, although most participants’ sons and daughters had received some education about risk and protection, they were generally not viewed as capable of protecting themselves and safeguarding was viewed as the responsibility of their families. Three participants reported previous incidents where their sons or daughters had been sexually harassed. These often involved other individuals with ID and in some cases, peers without ID. There was a general sense that, although such incidents had, to some extent, been unsettling for the individuals with ID themselves, due to them being of a young age or being unaware of the risks involved, it was predominantly their families that had to live with their emotional implications: “She didn't know how severe it was, but for me… it was for me. I was really hurt and felt invaded but Olivia, no, she didn’t care” (Participant 2)

5.3.2. “This girl-boy thing is very different”

The predominant theme discussed in the context of gender was that of sexual relationships, possibly due to the more complicated nature of consent involved in such scenarios. Participants’ accounts often revealed stereotypical views on gendered sexual
behaviours echoing a discourse that portrayed females as potential victims and males as potential perpetrators. The following participant refers to “rape” as her greatest concern, implying that if both parts involved in the sexual relationship had limited understanding of consent, the male partner would be more likely to be held accountable: “If (you had a girl) you would still be concerned that they would be forced upon (...) but obviously I have the boy so my concern is the other side of it. That she wasn't maybe quite understanding, basically rape. You know, that would be my fear. And that's not in his nature whatsoever but you are just not sure how other people would misread that” (Participant 6)

Females were also described as facing greater risks by three participants, who directly expressed a belief that having a daughter with an ID created more concern due to the possibility of a pregnancy, which could then be perceived as the responsibility of her family. Despite being the mother of a son, the following participant describes the often reluctant and fearful attitude held by other mothers, whose daughters have been involved with her son, as understandable and reflects that she herself would not be as open-minded if she had a daughter with ID: “I think this girl/boy thing is very different. I think it is. I think if I had a girl what I would be worried about is a baby. That's what my fear would be. I don't think that's the same if you have a guy because that would then not be so much our problem, that would be the girl's problem and I think that's why the mums have been the way they have with him” (Participant 1)

5.3.3. “She had never been rejected before”

Participants talked about the emotional implications rejection and relationship breakdown had on their sons and daughters. There was an acknowledgement that involvement in romantic relationships exposed individuals to emotional risks, such as being rejected, that they had never encountered before. There was also a sense that, for their child to be involved in a romantic relationship, participants had to give up some of the control they had over their emotional lives up until that point, meaning that the individual with ID,
perhaps for the first time, had to process and cope with difficult emotions independently:

“Unfortunately one day she came home and she said that he didn't want to be her boyfriend anymore because he didn't have time and she was absolutely devastated. It was probably a form of rejection to her and she's never been rejected by anybody in her life because she's always been in a very safe environment with family and friends (…) it was a very difficult time in that you felt so helpless because you couldn't make it right, whereas in her life anything else that happened we could always make it right” (Participant 9)

Participants also indicated that their adult children often found it hard to navigate more complex or emotionally challenging aspects of relationships, such as not having their romantic interest reciprocated or realising that their partners had met someone new and wanted to end the relationship, and this was often expressed through sadness and upset:

“But the downside to that is that when it ends, he can get really down. And that side of that, "why am I not good enough, what did I do wrong” (…) you try to explain to him that they've, not everybody feels the same. It's difficult to explain to him how everybody doesn't feel the same way, that maybe they met somebody else, so it can be a bit of a mine field” (Participant 6)

5.4. “Facilitating and protecting: A fine balance”

Participants reflected on their role in supporting their sons’ and daughters' romantic lives, which was often described as necessary for the maintenance of their relationships. Participants also reflected on possible limitations to their role and the need to find other support when necessary. Although their narratives generally revealed positive attitudes towards the romantic lives of their sons and daughters, there was a general sense that certain aspects of these relationships, especially when it came to their potential to become sexual, were perhaps less easy to accept or support.
5.4.1. “Making it happen”

All participants reflected on the fact that, if their son or daughter wished to pursue a romantic relationship, they and the rest of their family would most definitely support them. Several participants described arranging and setting up dates for their sons or daughters as a key element of their role, and this most often was through communication with their partner’s family. Some participants expressed negative feelings about this level of involvement, for example by reflecting on having to be present during dates, which felt intrusive and uncomfortable. As illustrated in the following extract, for others this level of involvement was a difficult reminder of their sons’ or daughters’ limitations: “I have to do the dates, I have to arrange the dates, I have to keep it going. I have to arrange with the mum, because Olivia is not able to arrange with that person. Every time it will be me and the other mum making the arrangements. You know what I mean, it wouldn’t be Olivia, she’s not able to do that. And that’s the sad thing about it that she is not able to do that” (Participant 2)

Participants frequently described their involvement in their sons’ and daughters’ relationships as not being limited to practically facilitating dates, but also extending to providing ongoing social and emotional coaching. This often involved encouraging them to go out and socialise or, as illustrated in the following extract, advising them on the social rules attached to meeting potential partners and dating: “And you know what I’ve tried to say to her is "if you’re in a club or if you are somewhere else and someone asks you if you have a boyfriend, tell them no". And if they want to be your boyfriend and you like them, then you say yes and then they ask you to go on a date” (Participant 5)

5.4.2. “Measures in place”

The majority of participants were their children’s nominated Legal Guardians, and their narratives echoed the conflict of supporting healthy relationships whilst providing protection. Most of these discussions were held in the context of the perceived sexual
risks involved in sexual interactions and relationships. Despite expressing liberal views regarding the possibility of a relationship becoming sexual, this was widely described as conditional upon certain factors, such as meeting the “right” person and being in a “secure” relationship. For most participants, there was a lack of clarity as to who would make the judgment about whether these conditions were met. As illustrated in the following extract, for Participant 3 this would be someone of a similar level of ability who her daughter felt safe and happy with: “Yeah, we would all encourage it as long as it was the right person (…) someone who cared for her and wouldn't take advantage of her basically. And who she thought, you know, that she wanted to be with. So yeah, I wouldn't rule anything out. As long as she was happy with who it was. Obviously you wouldn't want someone who is maybe quite you know, highly intelligent. You would be, you would wonder what their motives were, you know to be with a young girl with learning disabilities” (Participant 3)

Only one participant spoke about sex as being definitely discouraged, by ensuring that her daughter was never alone for sexual activity to take place. Other participants spoke about practical measures that might need to be put in place such as making sure that any interactions with the potential to be sexual were only taking place at the girl's home: “If there was any canoodling it would be in my house. I'd rather have it in my house. It wouldn't be in anybody else's home, it would in mine where she would feel safe and secure” (Participant 8). Of note is that only one participant raised the issue of contraception as important when considering sexuality, by stating that she would seek contraceptive advice to eliminate the possibility of a pregnancy should her daughter get involved in a relationship. The absence of the issue of contraception from participants’ accounts would indicate that unless individuals with ID were in a relationship with a potential to be sexual, contraception was not considered an essential preventative measure that needed to be explored.
5.4.3. “Getting help when necessary”

Participants spoke about certain limitations to their role and reported having to seek support in relation to sex and relationships. Three participants reflected on having found the input of social workers, nurses and psychologists valuable. This, however, was largely described in the context of the person with ID having encountered difficulties in their relationships rather than as a preventative measure, suggesting that the day-to-day management of issues surrounding sex and relationships came primarily from the family: “We also had a learning disability nurse. She did a bit of work with Blair as well roundabout when this wee girl was mucking with his head, really something terrible” (Participant 1)

The participants who had discussed experiencing feelings of discomfort in relation to the intensity of their involvement in their children’s relationships reflected on the valuable input of support workers, who often took on that role by supporting their sons and daughters to go out on dates and providing information about relationships and sex. These participants also reflected on the normalising effect of employing support workers of a similar age to their sons and daughters, as this allowed for a more “normal” dating experience by setting up double dates and, as illustrated below, offered the individual with ID an opportunity to learn from a more able peer when navigating romantic relationships: “I’ve got one (carer) who is exactly the same age as her and it almost looks like a friend. So I believe that now they are talking about boyfriends and stuff like that (laughs), which is very good” (Participant 2)

Even those who had not utilised any external supports for relationships or sex specifically, stated that they felt confident that support would be available if it was required: “I probably would discuss it with his social worker. He’s got an excellent social worker, she’s very very good. And perhaps ask her if she knows of any groups that we could perhaps go along to and discuss it with” (Participant 4)
5.5. “Exploring personal meaning and hope”

Participants reflected on the personal meaning relationships held for them and the several meanings they attached to their children’s involvement in relationships. Participants shared their hopes from their sons’ and daughters’ romantic lives, however at the same time acknowledged that they might need to come to terms with the fact that their hopes might be realistically unachievable and might therefore never materialise.

5.5.1. “The way we are meant to be: Exploring the meaning of relationships”

All participants talked about their personal views on relationships and the value of relationships in life. Their narratives implied that relationships were viewed as a natural part of life and the way we are “meant to be”, suggesting that they were essential for happiness: “I think it’s important to have relationships. I think that’s the key to everything and even being happy. Because you know that’s how we are meant to live is being in relationships with people” (Participant 1).

Participants’ accounts also suggested that they attached several different meanings to their sons or daughters being involved in a romantic relationship. For some participants this related to the personal meaning of knowing that their child could do what is “normal” or expected at their age: “Just to be the same as everybody else, to make a choice “would I like to go out with that boy? Would I enjoy going out with him?” (Participant 8). This view of involvement in romantic relationships as being the norm is perhaps unsurprising given that throughout their narratives, participants often expressed feelings of loss and disappointment in what their children might not be able to achieve. For others, relationships were viewed as an opportunity for social interaction and company. Some participants reflected on the fact that a romantic partner could take up a caring role and continue to provide care and company when they are no longer here: “I would hope really that she would have somebody to share her life with because I’m not going to be here forever and I would like her not to be lonely” (Participant 3)
5.5.2. “Hoping they can manage it one day, but probably not sexual”

Participants spoke about their hope that their sons and daughters would in the future be able to have a fulfilling relationship and live with a partner. In their majority, however, they viewed this as a romantic but limited to non-sexual relationship, and attributed this to their perception of their sons and daughters as either not having an interest in a sexual relationship or not being cognitively able to comprehend what this would entail: “I would like her to meet a nice guy just like her, a genuinely nice person that's kind and would take care of her in so far as, maybe not sexually, I don't know if she could cope with that, but just a nice friendship. A good friend, more of a friend than a boyfriend. I don't actually ever see her in a sexual relationship to be fair. I don't think she has the understanding. I don't see it” (Participant 9)

Participants frequently spoke about their hope that a long-term partner would be of a similar level of ability and that as partners they would be able to enjoy a friendship and perhaps live together semi-independently and look after each other. For several participants, a long-term friendship was viewed as an appropriate alternative to a romantic relationship. Their narratives often reflected concerns about their children growing older alone and perhaps unsurprisingly, this was a theme predominantly raised by those participants whose sons and daughters were in the older age group. Some participants expressed a hope that their sons and daughters might be able to get married. There was, however, a general sense that having children was not viewed as a plausible outcome. Although only one participant stated this explicitly, most participants generally made no reference to pregnancy and parenthood unless this was in the context of the female’s vulnerability.

5.5.3. “Something that I miss for her, that she's never missed”

Participants’ accounts revealed feelings of sadness arising from the realisation that their sons and daughters might never be able to be in a long-term relationship. Some
participants talked about the need to prepare themselves for this reality. Understandably, for many participants this was a very emotive topic and one that they found so difficult to discuss openly, that they often avoided thinking about. “We watched that dating thing, I don’t know if you know it, the "Undateables". So we’ve watched that and I don’t think that it could happen for Olivia. That’s the sad thing and I’ve got to be prepared that that’s going to be the way it is” (Participant 2)

Across some participants’ accounts there seemed to be an emerging theme of questioning if involvement in relationships was more of a priority for them than it might be for their sons and daughters. As illustrated in the following extract, these participants reflected on their own hopes and expectations of how a life should be lived or what represents a fulfilling life, and in some cases expressed a hope that their children might be able to experience what they had experienced from their own relationships. This naturally led to a realisation that their sons and daughters might not necessarily share this view: “And that’s the part I’m sorry about because... I don’t mean you’re not complete if you’ve not had a romantic relationship... but she feels complete in her life, her life is totally, she doesn’t seem to want anything else because everything she wants she gets (...) Yeah. It’s something that I miss for her, that she’s never missed” (Participant 8). For some participants, this seemed to lead to an acknowledgement of the fact that they would need to let go of that expectation and focus on what really matters to their sons and daughters, regardless of whether that is a relationship or not: “And I think maybe I do push and I do want that to be going on but I still would want him to be happy, you know and I think if that’s what he wants that’s fine” (Participant 1)

6. Discussion

Participants’ accounts were consistent with evidence from previous research suggesting that individuals with ID experience romantic interest and desire, and usually have some relationship experience [34, 35]. In this study, participants spoke favourably about their
children’s couple relationships and described taking on an active role in practically facilitating and maintaining these [36], providing advice [19, 37] and emotionally supporting their children with relational difficulties [36]. In line with previous research [22], mothers acknowledged experiencing some feelings of discomfort related to the intensity and frequency of their involvement in their children’s relationships and, in some cases, this was managed by passing on that role to support staff [29]. In this study, participants reported several perceived barriers to their children’s couple relationships, mostly resulting from their cognitive limitations and difficulty understanding social rules and reciprocity, a finding that is consistent with previous research [29]. Although professional input was described as helpful and valuable, there was an acknowledgement that in most cases this was provided in response to an identified problem in relation to sexuality and relationships, reflecting a commonly reported tendency for professional support to be reactive as opposed to preventative [34].

In this study, participants’ accounts revealed a conflicting discourse of acknowledging the couple relationships their children had been able to form yet questioning if these were truly ‘romantic’ in nature. Although in Neuman’s [29] study, parents emphasised the physical aspects of their children’s couple relationships, in the present study participants generally described the low levels of physical intimacy observed within their children’s relationships as a factor compromising their ‘romantic’ nature. In both studies, however, there was a general sense that participants tended to underestimate the level of emotional and social reciprocity within their children’s relationships and the potential of these relationships to meet social and emotional needs as opposed to simply satisfying a desire to be perceived as ‘normal’ [29]. Research amongst individuals with ID shows that they perceive romantic relationships as meeting a range of emotional and social needs, such as companionship, support, love and care [7, 8], as well as representing a route to achieving a socially recognised ‘adult’ status [34]. Combined, the above findings suggest
that the nature of individuals’ romantic experiences is likely to be multidimensional and that family caregivers may underestimate its subtle complexities.

In contrast to the historical view of individuals with ID as asexual, in this study participants described their sons and daughters as sexual beings, who experienced sexual arousal and curiosity, and in some cases engaged in masturbation, albeit with limited levels of efficacy. Almost all participants, however, identified significant gaps in their sons’ and daughters’ sexual knowledge, a finding that is widely consistent with previous research [10, 35, 38]. Remarkably, most participants reported having had limited in-depth conversations about sexuality with their children. This was mostly due to a perception that their sons and daughters would have not been interested or able to understand the topic [15], as well as an expectation that they would initiate such conversations if they wanted to find out more [19]. Such an expectation, however, may not always be realistic, especially given research showing that individuals with ID often deny their own sexuality and perceive sex to be a topic that should not be talked about [38].

Of note is that, when participants reported having had some conversations about sex, these tended to focus primarily on personal space and risks, as opposed to promoting positive sexual behaviours [15]. Given the stark contrast between the extensive support mothers provided regarding non-sexual aspects of romantic relationships and the limited conversations about sexual education, it is possible that sexual and contraceptive education was not viewed as necessary unless the individual was involved in a sexual relationship. The risk, however, of withholding conversations about sexuality until it becomes an issue, is that individuals with ID often engage in sexual activities without the knowledge of family carers [12] and may therefore enter relationships with insufficient or inaccurate knowledge [12, 39].

Perhaps unsurprisingly, participants’ accounts revealed the dilemmas they experienced between protecting their children from risks whilst supporting them to experience fulfilling
relationships and love. Such findings are likely reflective of the wider debate around how capacity to consent to sexual contact is established in adults with ID [40, 41] and the implications this complex issue has for decisions surrounding adult protection and individuals’ right to self-determination [42, 43]. The balancing act of needs and rights as opposed to vulnerability and protection is also at the heart of the sexuality and ID literature and represents the most common difficulty faced by both family [19, 22, 24] and paid caregivers [19, 44]. Most participants recognised their children’s rights to sexual expression and described a sexual life as a goal their sons and daughters might be able to achieve. These discussions however revealed a more complex picture, as sex was described as being conditional upon certain factors, such as in the context of a ‘serious’ relationship with the ‘right’ person. Similar themes have been previously identified by research with staff, who described sex as possible but only in the context of a relationship [45] and parents, who described sex as possible when their children were ‘ready’ [29].

In line with previous research [23], participants also highlighted that if a relationship became sexual this would require a degree of monitoring, which however was not discussed as necessary in relation to lower levels of intimacy, such as kissing and cuddling. These findings are broadly consistent with reports from individuals with ID, who identify family input as a support as well as a barrier to their sexuality [7, 13], and often report caregiver practices that are perceived as restrictive [12, 28, 38, 35, 46].

Several gender specific concerns were highlighted when participants discussed risk. Females were widely described as requiring more supervision and protection than males, a belief that participants primarily attributed to the risk of pregnancy. The main fear expressed in relation to male sexuality was that of men with ID accidentally crossing a boundary due to their limited understanding of consent. This view of females as potential victims and males as potential perpetrators is perhaps grounded on stereotypical perceptions of males with ID as more sexually impulsive and driven by sexual desires when entering relationships [47, 48] and of women as innocent, naïve and driven by a
need for emotional connection [48]. Such gendered messages are likely to be communicated to individuals with ID either through sex education [49] or through parental attitudes [16] and subsequently reinforce misconceptions regarding gendered roles and influence the way individuals with ID approach relationships.

Participants in this study expressed a sense of investment in their children's ability to find a long-term partner, and on several occasions expressed feelings of sadness arising from the realisation that this might not be possible. Mothers reflected on the value of a life companion and in some cases expressed a hope that a partner would be able to look after their children when they would no longer be able to care for them. The majority of participants viewed long-term relationships as more likely to be non-sexual relationships or friendships due to their children’s perceived cognitive and social limitations, which would make a long-term intimate relationship unmanageable [22]. Although this was not the focus of the present study, the topic of pregnancy and the future possibility of parenthood were remarkably absent from participants’ accounts unless discussed as a prospect that needed to be avoided [23] or in the context of female vulnerability [49]. Neuman [29] similarly concluded that parents did not consider parenthood as a right or a possibility from their children’s lives. Such findings may suggest that, although some progress has been made in relation to rights to relationships and sexuality, the topic of parenthood remains highly controversial and difficult to explore.

As the sample of this study was small and no formal comparisons on the basis of participant characteristics were made, it is not possible to draw conclusions regarding their potential interaction with this study’s findings. Nevertheless, certain trends were observed within the data set. For example, mothers of individuals with ID and ASD tended to make reference to greater barriers with regard to reciprocity in relationships, which are likely to be related to the specific deficits in social reciprocity and communication that characterise ASD [50]. This is consistent with previous research showing that, despite a desire to engage in romantic relationships, individuals on the autistic spectrum often
display poor romantic functioning [51]. Mothers of older individuals were more likely to report that their children expressed a desire to live independently, get married and, in some cases, have a family, which, consistently with previous research findings [28], was attributed to witnessing relatives of a similar age achieving those milestones. Mothers of older individuals were also more likely to report negative emotions associated with the possibility of their children never managing a long-term romantic relationship. As these participants were also older in age compared to the rest of the sample, this trend is perhaps reflective of their wider concerns regarding the care and well-being of their children when they would no longer be able to look after them, which is a commonly reported worry by ageing family carers [52].

6.1. Study Limitations

Although this study did not recruit from services focusing on dating and relationships in an attempt to mitigate the risk of systematic bias, a degree of self-selection bias could have impacted on the findings. For example, it is possible that mothers who felt comfortable about participating in the study were those who recognised and valued the need for promoting the rights of individuals with ID to relationships and sexuality. Nonetheless, there was a wide spectrum of conservative and liberal viewpoints represented in the sample, suggesting a degree of diversity amongst participants. Furthermore, although the findings of this study shed further light on issues previously identified by quantitative research, the use of a small convenience sample of participants attending social groups in a specific geographical area means that these are unlikely to be representative of the experience of this population overall. Finally, due to the strict timeframe for the completion of this study, opportunities for triangulation were limited. Although participants’ views on produced themes were sought, only one participant provided feedback on the findings. Nevertheless, quality was continually monitored through ongoing reflection and the review of samples of transcripts and emerging themes by a second researcher during data analysis.
6.2. Value and Implications for Research and Practice

The present study provides some valuable evidence in relation to the way mothers of individuals with ID perceive and experience the romantic and sexual lives of adults with ID. In contrast with the majority of previous studies, the inclusion of mothers of both younger and older individuals and the focus on sexual, as well as emotional and social aspects of relationships, allowed for the exploration of issues related to the parental role in the longer-term management of individuals’ romantic experiences, the ongoing challenges in relation to autonomy and protection, and maternal perceptions and hopes regarding the future potential of their sons’ and daughters’ relationships. Some of the themes raised by this study, such as the role of gender in relation to parental perceptions of vulnerability and the distinction often made by participants between the romantic and sexual nature of relationships, with the latter being viewed as more difficult to support, have not been commonly reported by previous research. Considering the potential impact of such views on sexual education provision as well as on how supported and validated individuals may feel by their families to pursue romantic relationships, these issues are certainly worth exploring further by future research.

As the present study focused only on the experiences and perceptions of mothers, the role of fathers was not captured. There were indications across participants’ accounts that fathers may hold more conservative views towards their children’s romantic and sexual lives or get involved with specific aspects of their socio-sexual education, such as teaching their sons about masturbation. The role of fathers specifically remains largely unexplored by research and it may therefore be worth investigating further in order to allow for their own contributions to the romantic and sexual lives of individuals with ID to be highlighted. Furthermore, although the issue of parenthood was not explored in any depth by this study, the present findings suggest that it continues to remain a taboo topic that families avoid discussing openly. Existing research with staff [53] and parents [29] has provided some preliminary evidence showing that the reproductive rights of
individuals with ID continue to be under-recognised. Given the reported frequency and intensity of parental involvement in the romantic and sexual lives of adults with ID, further research into how reproductive rights and parenthood are perceived and managed by family carers is essential.

Perhaps the most important finding of the present study, with the most significant implications for practice and policy, was the general lack of sexual education reported by participants. Findings suggest that sexual education provided within the school environment was generally not viewed as sufficient, and most participants lacked the confidence to proactively support their children to develop more in-depth sexual knowledge. Findings also implied that, although professional support was considered easily accessible, this was reactive in nature and only sought in response to problematic situations. Such conclusions confirm findings of existing research showing that individuals with ID often enter relationships ill prepared and with poor socio-sexual knowledge [12], and highlight the importance of providing timely training to family caregivers to enhance their ability and confidence in supporting their children with such matters. Based on this study’s findings, it is essential that such programmes emphasise both protection from risk as well as positive sexual behaviours, and are designed with the influence of potential stereotyped gendered messages in mind.

7. Conclusion

Despite its limitations, the present study made a valuable contribution by allowing mothers’ voices to be heard and highlighting both the positive and the challenging aspects of their experience. Research has evidenced that there is still a long way to go until the rights of individuals with ID to romantic and sexual expression are truly recognised and supported within our society. It is hoped that the present study has taken a positive step in that direction, by highlighting the lived experiences and needs of the support systems.
around individuals with ID in relation to that sphere of their lives, and inspiring future research and support provision.
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## Paper for appraisal and reference:

### Section A: Are the results valid?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Can’t Tell</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Was there a clear statement of the aims of the research?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINT: Consider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• what was the goal of the research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• why it was thought important</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• its relevance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Can’t Tell</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Is a qualitative methodology appropriate?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINT: Consider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If the research seeks to interpret or illuminate the actions and/or subjective experiences of research participants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Is qualitative research the right methodology for addressing the research goal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:**

**Is it worth continuing?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Can’t Tell</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Was the research design appropriate to address the aims of the research?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINT: Consider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If the researcher has justified the research design (e.g. have they discussed how they decided which method to use)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:**

---
4. Was the recruitment strategy appropriate to the aims of the research?

   Yes
   Can't Tell
   No

   HINT: Consider
   - If the researcher has explained how the participants were selected
   - If they explained why the participants they selected were the most appropriate to provide access to the type of knowledge sought by the study
   - If there are any discussions around recruitment (e.g., why some people chose not to take part)

   Comments:

5. Was the data collected in a way that addressed the research issue?

   Yes
   Can't Tell
   No

   HINT: Consider
   - If the setting for the data collection was justified
   - If it is clear how data were collected (e.g., focus group, semi-structured interview etc.)
   - If the researcher has justified the methods chosen
   - If the researcher has made the methods explicit (e.g., for interview method, is there an indication of how interviews are conducted, or did they use a topic guide)
   - If methods were modified during the study, if so, has the researcher explained how and why
   - If the form of data is clear (e.g., tape recordings, video material, notes etc.)
   - If the researcher has discussed saturation of data

   Comments:
6. Has the relationship between researcher and participants been adequately considered?

- Yes
- Can't Tell
- No

**HINT:** Consider:
- If the researcher critically examined their own role, potential bias and influence during (a) formulation of the research questions (b) data collection, including sample recruitment and choice of location.
- How the researcher responded to events during the study and whether they considered the implications of any changes in the research design.

**Comments:**

---

**Section B: What are the results?**

7. Have ethical issues been taken into consideration?

- Yes
- Can't Tell
- No

**HINT:** Consider:
- If there are sufficient details of how the research was explained to participants for the reader to assess whether ethical standards were maintained.
- If the researcher has discussed issues raised by the study (e.g., issues around informed consent or confidentiality or how they have handled the effects of the study on the participants during and after the study).
- If approval has been sought from the ethics committee.

**Comments:**
8. Was the data analysis sufficiently rigorous?

HINT: Consider
- If there is an in-depth description of the analysis process
- If thematic analysis is used, if so, is it clear how the categories/themes were derived from the data
- Whether the researcher explains how the data presented were selected from the original sample to demonstrate the analysis process
- If sufficient data are presented to support the findings
- To what extent contradictory data are taken into account
- Whether the researcher critically examined their own role, potential bias and influence during analysis and selection of data for presentation

Comments:

9. Is there a clear statement of findings?

HINT: Consider whether
- If the findings are explicit
- If there is adequate discussion of the evidence both for and against the researcher's arguments
- If the researcher has discussed the credibility of their findings (e.g. triangulation, respondent validation, more than one analyst)
- If the findings are discussed in relation to the original research question

Comments:
Section C: Will the results help locally?

10. How valuable is the research?

HINT: Consider
• If the researcher discusses the contribution the study makes to existing knowledge or understanding (e.g. do they consider the findings in relation to current practice or policy, or relevant research-based literature)
• If they identify new areas where research is necessary
• If the researchers have discussed whether or how the findings can be transferred to other populations or considered other ways the research may be used

Comments:
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<td>Number</td>
<td>Author(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Hamilton, C. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Abbott, D., &amp; Burns, J. (2007). What’s love got to do with it?: Experiences of lesbian, gay, and bisexual people with intellectual disabilities in the United Kingdom and views of the staff who support them. <em>Sexuality Research &amp; Social Policy</em>, 4(1), 27.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 4: Excerpt from Thematic Synthesis Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excerpt from Maguire et al. (2019)</th>
<th>Initial Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.1 A Juggling Act</strong></td>
<td>Juggling act (protecting vs. facilitating)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All participants described understanding their role as both a facilitator of the individual's goals and aspirations and as a protector of their welfare. They reported wanting to offer support and to help people with issues related to their sexuality while making it clear that they also needed to protect people and manage risk and vulnerability.</td>
<td>Sexuality and relationships as source of risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Their negotiation of these tasks was captured in the theme A Juggling Act. Participant 1 was able to reflect directly on this juggling act, explaining their aim to offer support to the individual while also considering safety and protection. Discussing supporting access to pornography they commented: I would... say you know 'it sounds like this is something you're interested in [watching pornography], it's something you'd like to be doing. It is an adult thing to be doing and looking at and you are an adult now. It's about exploring how to do that in a safe and protected way. (Participant 1)</td>
<td>Recognition of role in supporting sexuality/relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others were not always explicitly aware of ‘juggling’ but reflected this theme over the course of their interview by fluctuating between expressing facilitative and protective values. Participant 4 expressed strong values related to being a proactive facilitator of sexuality. You see that person not the disability, and you support them to lead the life that they want. (Participant 4) Then later in the interview, noted the importance of safety as paramount. At the end of the day as long as she’s safe um, that’s all that matters. (Participant 4)</td>
<td>Juggling act (protecting vs. facilitating)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This was common across interviews and was interpreted as support workers often needing to hold both roles in mind and having to vary the significance placed on each role dependent on individual service user's needs and the context. This was interpreted as A Juggling Act as it expressed the requirement to manage several things at once, be flexible and quickly adaptable.</td>
<td>Sexuality as a right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.2 There is No Rulebook</strong></td>
<td>Juggling act (protecting vs. facilitating)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants commented on a range of factors that influenced their perception of their role. The influences and the ways in which support workers drew on these influences were dependent on the situation and context. This communicated a lack of certainty about their role and was interpreted as support workers conveying There is No Rulebook for understanding their role. In practice, this meant they were unable to adopt any routine responses and needed to complete an ongoing evaluation of each individual situation and its influencing factors making sexuality a difficult area to support. Participants commented on personal factors that influenced their perception of their role such as personal beliefs, religion and their work experience.</td>
<td>Sexuality and relationships as a challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Influences on decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uncertainty about role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inconsistency of responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexuality and relationships as a challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Own personal beliefs as influencing decisions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
That one would be a hard decision for me because I myself am not, I find pornography bad. (Participant 2)

Alongside this, they made reference to individual client factors such as age and disability that influenced their thoughts about their role. He's still only young [to watch pornography, age 18]. (Participant 3) My last two placements the learning disabilities were um, more severe than here so, that [sex and relationships] wasn't something I ever thought about. (Participant 5)

At an organisational level, training and induction were noted as important. Participant 4 described how the team dynamics and service values could influence the ways in which support workers conceptualized their roles. It's all about the organisation... how you are inducted into the team...sometimes it's quite good to work with younger people that have never, had any experience in care, because you can show them... cos it's quite hard sometimes to change the way the older generation think, and especially when they've been working in these other places. (Participant 4)

Participants frequently spoke about feeling unsure of their role in response to the different circumstances outlined in the vignettes. They often stated that they had not experienced these particular situations before. The uncertainty of Participants 3 and 5 was reflected in their hesitance in answering questions and in their comments about having no view about this aspect of their role. Um, I don't know really, I've never, never really thought about it. (Participant 5)

Participant 1 appeared to show an acceptance of uncertainty being inherent in the role. When you're working with learning disabilities you have got to expect the unexpected to some degree. (Participant 1)
Appendix 5: Codes Produced from Thematic Synthesis Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sexuality as a right</th>
<th>Attitudes towards sexuality and relationships: A right and a challenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sexuality and relationships as enhancing quality of life and serving range of needs</td>
<td>-A right and a universal need</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexuality and relationships as a source of risk</td>
<td>-A problem and a source of risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexuality and relationships as a challenge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questioning relationships between sexual behaviour and sexual identity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate vs. inappropriate behaviour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition of role in supporting relationships and sexuality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juggling act (protecting vs. facilitating)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hesitation answering questions (uncertainty)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships of people with ID as challenging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff experiencing frustration when clients’ needs restricted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoiding dealing with sexuality directly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoiding raising sexuality unless initiated by service user</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certain aspects of sexuality viewed less favourably (homosexuality)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certain aspects of sexuality viewed less favourably (reproduction)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty about role</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of getting in trouble/ repercussions/ powerlessness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influences on decision making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role as not long-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexuality outside staff role skillset</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing attitudes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistency of responses across staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff training focussed on abuse prevention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of support from seniors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of role</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not using or being aware of educational resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of collaboration between staff and agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of explicit statement in funding agreements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding in the heat of the moment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No knowledge of policy guidelines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking support and guidance from other staff/seniors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service ethos/ policies as an influence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical restrictions in organisations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions posed by other staff imposing own moral judgments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community attitudes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of family caregivers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own personal beliefs as influencing decisions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client severity of ID or other personal qualities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service users; poor knowledge and cognitive limitations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture/ Religion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support perceived as intrusive by clients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive responses/ conflict and crisis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for clients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training and support for staff as necessary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex/ relationships education as necessary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Uncertainty and lack of systemic support
- Lack of clear guidelines and policy
- Lack of training and support
- Uncertainty about role

Influences on decision-making
- Organisational factors
- Fear of responsibility and repercussions
- Service user factors
- The role of family caregivers
Mothers of adults with intellectual disabilities: Experiences, perceptions and influences on their children's romantic and sexual lives.

Demographic Information Questionnaire

Q1. What is your age?
....................

Q2. What is your child’s age?
....................

Please circle as appropriate
Q3. My child is:
   a. Male
   b. Female

Q4. What best describes your child’s level of Learning Disability?
   a. Mild Intellectual Disability
   b. Moderate Intellectual Disability
   c. Not known

Q5. What best describes your child’s level of required support?
   a. Fully independent on a day to day basis
   b. Requires some support, but not on a day to day basis
   c. Requires a lot of support on a day to day basis

Q6. What best describes your child’s living setting?
Q7. What best describes your child’s current relationship status?
   a. Single
   b. In a relationship
   c. Married
   d. Separated/ Divorced
   e. Widowed/ Widower

Q8. What best describes your child’s past relationship status?
   a. I believe that my child has been in a romantic/ sexual relationship in the past
   b. I believe that my child has not been in a romantic/ sexual relationship in the past
Appendix 7: Interview Schedule

Mothers of adults with intellectual disabilities: Experiences, perceptions and influences on their children's romantic and sexual lives.

Interview Schedule

1. How would you describe your views on romantic/sexual relationships in general?
   E.g. how would you describe your views on co-habiting/sexual relationships before marriage? Have your views changed at all over time? What are they currently and what were they when your son/daughter was younger? What has influenced these beliefs?

2. Can you tell me about the romantic/sexual relationships your son/daughter has had (if any)?
   What has good or bad about them? Are they or have they been different to these of others e.g. sibling? Are there any barriers/facilitating factors?

3. Do you think that you or other family members influenced your son/daughter’s opportunities for relationships or sexual expression?
   How involved do you feel? Has your role changed at all over the years?

4. What do you think your son/daughter feels about the relationships they’ve had/are in/haven’t been able to get?
   Do you think their views would be similar or different to yours or those of other family members?

5. What would you say are your fears in terms of your son/daughter’s romantic life or sexual expression?
   What might be a worry when thinking about your son/daughter being in a romantic and/or sexual relationship?
6. What would you say are your hopes in terms of your son/daughter’s romantic life?
What would be the ideal scenario when thinking about your son/daughter’s romantic life?

7. What kind of support have you or your son/daughter had in terms of romantic or sexual relationships?
What has helped you to cope with challenges? Is there anything you have found unhelpful?

8. Is there anything else you want to tell me, or you think I should know about relationships and people with intellectual disabilities?
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Appendix 10: University Ethics Application Form

CPA University of Edinburgh, School of Health in Social Science

RESEARCH ETHICS APPLICATION (REA)

The forms required when seeking ethical approval in the School of Health and Social Sciences have now been merged into this single electronic document. The sections you are required to complete will depend on the nature of your application. Please start to complete the form from the beginning and proceed as guided. On completion the entire document should be submitted electronically to your section’s ethics administrator using the email addresses detailed on the final page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORM OVERVIEW</th>
<th>COMPLETION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project registration form</td>
<td>Compulsory for all applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document checklist</td>
<td>Compulsory for all applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 Self Audit form</td>
<td>To be completed for all research studies that are not subject to review by an external UK based ethical committee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2 / 3 ethical review form</td>
<td>To be completed when indicated by responses on the Level 1 form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4 ethical review form</td>
<td>Applies to research which is potentially problematic in that it may incorporate an inherent physical or emotional risk to researchers or participants, or involve covert surveillance or covert data collection.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PROJECT REGISTRATION FORM

This form is the first stage in applying for University ethical approval and should be completed prior to the commencement of any research project. Applications submitted without appropriate documentation will be returned.

Ethical approval is required for all projects by staff or students conducting research, or similar. Applicants should familiarise themselves with the School’s Research Ethics Policy prior to completion.

**Name of Applicant:** Marla Chartiou

**Name of Supervisor:** Dr Ethel Quayle

**Project Title:** Mothers of adults with intellectual disabilities: Experiences, perceptions and influences on their children’s romantic lives.

**Subject Area (section of school):** Clinical Psychology

**If student, type of assessed work that this application relates to:** DClinPsy Thesis

**Planned date of project submission:** March 2020

**Date ethics application submitted:**

**(Date complete information submitted if different):**

**IRAS Approval Number if applicable:** N/A

The following to be completed by ethics administrator

**Date of initial response to applicant:**

**Date of final approval:**

**Amendments Requested Date:**

1 Not applicable to staff members.
### 1) **Yes** Does your research project require extraction or collection of data abroad? (✓)

- **No** If ‘No’ Skip to Q2
- **Yes**

  Local Ethical review needed, please confirm (✓) electronic attachment of:
  - Application to ethical review panel in country of data collection (in English) + copy of letter of approval

### 2) **Yes** For the purposes of this research study, will you access identifiable information on any NHS patient? (✓)

- **No** If ‘No’ Skip to Q3
- **Yes**

  - Please confirm (✓) electronic attachment of: Caldicott Guardian approval for use of NHS data (or confirmation that it is not required)

### 3) **Yes** Does the project require ethical review by an external UK committee e.g. NHS REC or Social Work?

- **No** If ‘No’ Skip to Q4
- **Yes**

  - Please confirm (✓) electronic attachment of:
  - NHS REC (IRAS)/other application form + copy of letter of approval

  **NOTE:** You are **not** required to complete University ethical review forms. Skip to Q6

### 4) **Yes** Unless you answered ‘yes’ to 3, you must also obtain ethical approval through the University of Edinburgh process. Please submit a Level 1 form (with ‘Methods’ summary) and, if indicated, a level 2/3/4 form as well.

| SHSS Ethics paperwork Forms: level 1 2/3/4 Summary of ‘Methods’ |
|---|---|---|
| ✓ | ✓ | |

Please indicate the SHSS Ethics forms completed herewith (✓):

### 5) **Yes** If you have completed the Level 2/3/4 form please list any additional documentation provided in support of your application (e.g. Disclosure, consent form, participant information, GP letters etc., Data Storage Plan)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documentation Name</th>
<th>(✓)</th>
<th>Documentation Name</th>
<th>(✓)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Letter of Invitation to Participants V1.2 27th Nov 2018</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Expression of Interest V1.3 27th Nov 2018</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant Information Sheet V1.3 27th Nov 2018</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Interview Schedule V1.3 27th Nov 2018</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster V1.3. 27th Nov 2018</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant Consent Form V1.3 27th Nov 2018</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Demographic Questionnaire V1.2 27th Nov 2018</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information for Services Short V1.2 27th Nov 2018</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Information for Services Detailed V1.2. 27th Nov 2018</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6) Signatures

---

2 ‘Identifiable information’ refers to information that would allow you to know, or be able to deduce, the identity of a patient. The most common examples of this would be accessing medical records or similar, or accessing a database that includes patients' names.
Please return an electronic copy of your UoE HSS Ethics Application Form (in its entirety) to your Section’s Ethics Officer, accompanied by electronic copies of additional documents indicated above. We do not accept paper documentation; please scan all documents into electronic formats. Please keep a copy of all documentation for your records.

### LEVEL 1 SELF AUDIT FORM

The audit is to be conducted by all staff and students conducting any type of empirical investigation, including research, audit or service evaluation.

The form should be completed by the principal investigator and, with the exception of staff, signed by a University supervisor.

#### Primary Research Question:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Please tick</th>
<th>What type of research are you planning to do?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Study of a novel intervention or randomised clinical trial to compare interventions in clinical practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Study utilising questionnaires, interviews or measures, including auto-ethnographic data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Study limited to working with routinely collected clinical data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meta-analysis or systematic review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research database containing non-identifiable information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please provide a brief summary of your proposed study. Our interest is in areas of your methodology where ethical issues may arise so please focus your detail on areas such as recruitment, consent, describing your participants and the nature of their involvement, and data handling.

### Project Summary:

This study aims to explore the experiences and perceptions of mothers in relation to the romantic and sexual lives of their adult children (>18) with a mild/moderate intellectual disability using a qualitative design. Participants will be recruited through Third Sector Organisations and any relevant management permissions from organisations that support recruitment will be obtained and evidenced in writing. In order to take part in the study, mothers will need to be fluent English speakers and have capacity to give informed consent.

Following discussion with the researcher, nominated staff employed in Third Sector Organisations will inform potential participants on the aims of the study and distribute participant information leaflets outlining the study aims and procedures. These will outline what participation will entail, give a brief overview of the topics that are

---

3 Not required for staff applications.
covered by the interview schedule and explain that participation is voluntary. Information posters advertising the study will also be used in order to aid recruitment. Mothers who are interested in taking part in the study will notify nominated staff members and fill out an “Expression of Interest” form to allow for their details (name and phone number) to be passed on to the researcher via e-mail or phone. Alternatively, interested participants can contact the researcher directly using the e-mail address and phone number provided in the information leaflets and posters. During their contact with potential participants, the researcher will provide further information regarding the location, time and duration of the interview and if participants are happy to proceed with the interview, a time and location will be agreed. When meeting with participants prior to the interview, the researcher will answer any questions they might have and will go through the information leaflet with them to ensure they have understood its content. If participants can demonstrate an understanding of what participation will involve and agree to continue, they will be asked to complete the “Consent Form”.

Data collection will be conducted using a semi-structured interview, which is expected to last between thirty minutes and one hour. Interviews will take place in community locations, will be recorded using an encrypted audio recording device and will then be transcribed verbatim to aid analysis. Interviews will aim to elicit mothers’ perceptions on their offspring’s romantic and sexual lives, including perceived needs, influences, advantages and disadvantages, opportunities and barriers, as well as parental fears and hopes. In order to facilitate the interpretation of the data and allow for comparisons within the dataset to be drawn, additional demographic information will be collected. At the end of each interview, participants will be asked if they wish to meet at the stage of data analysis in order to discuss whether the researcher’s interpretation provides an accurate representation of their accounts. This will be outlined in the consent form, clearly stating that attendance is voluntary. Participants will also be asked if they wish to receive an accessible summary of the study findings upon its completion via e-mail.

The proposed study will not use a sample of vulnerable adults, however it is possible that carers may disclose information that indicates risk. To mitigate this risk, when consent is taken, participants will be clearly informed about the researcher’s duty to disclose information regarding any risk of harm to the participant or risk of harm to others. In the event of a disclosure, this will be managed using clinical judgement and sensitivity. The researcher will discuss risk issues with supervisors and appropriate steps will be taken to safeguard the individuals at risk by following processes consistent with safeguarding vulnerable adults. Should the researcher feel that an individual might be at immediate risk, Social Work services will be contacted as appropriate.

At all stages of data transcription, analysis and write-up, person-identifiable information will be removed, pseudonyms will be used to protect the participants’ anonymity and only the researcher and supervising staff will have access to the data. Consent forms will be safely stored throughout the research process in a locked filing cabinet located at the University or at the researcher’s Health Board and all data and consent forms will be permanently destroyed after the end of the study.

The researcher will be meeting participants on a one to one basis in organisations and community locations that they will not be familiar with. There is therefore a low level risk related to lone working and violence or aggression. To address these risks, during all contacts with participants the researcher will comply with Lone Working and Violence and Aggression protocols of their NHS Health Board and the University of Edinburgh. More specifically, the researcher will only meet participants at public buildings and will not carry out any home visits. The researcher will become familiar with the building (e.g. exits) prior to meeting participants. All sessions will take place within working hours (Monday to Friday 9am-5pm) and the researcher will ensure that other staff members are close by in the building. The researcher will request to be made aware of any risks or hazards and will ensure that they are known by staff members. The researcher will carry a panic alarm at all times. Prior to meeting participants, the researcher will ask staff members for any relevant information that may indicate risk. The researcher will keep a mobile phone on and will use a call-in system to leave details of sessions with their academic supervisor, including the place
interviews are taking place, the expected end time and relevant contact number.

Please circle your answer as appropriate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETHICAL ISSUES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SA3</strong> Bringing the University into disrepute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there any aspect of the proposed research which might bring the University into disrepute? For example, could any aspect of the research be considered controversial or prejudiced?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **SA4** Protection of research subject confidentiality | NO Yes ✓ |
| Will you make every effort to protect research subject confidentiality by conforming to the University of Edinburgh's guidance on data security, protection and confidentiality as specified in: www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/research-support/data-library/research-data-mgmt  For example, there are mutually understood agreements about: |
| a) non-attribution of individual responses;  
| b) Individuals, and organisations where necessary, being anonymised in stored data, publications and presentations;  
| c) publication and feedback to participants and collaborators;  
| d) With respect to auto-ethnographic work it is recognised that the subject’s anonymity cannot be maintained but the confidentiality of significant others must be addressed. |

| **SA5** Data protection and consent | NO ✓ |
| Will you make every effort to ensure the confidentiality of any data arising from the project by complying with the University of Edinburgh’s Data Protection procedures (see  http://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/research-support/data-library/research-data-mgmt)  For example  
| a) Ensuring any participants recruited give consent regarding data collection, storage, archiving and destruction as appropriate;  
| c) Identifying information*, (e.g. consent forms) is held separately from data and is only accessible by the chief investigator and their supervisors;  
| e) There are no other special issues arising regarding confidentiality/consent.  
| f) That where NHS data is being accessed Caldicott Guardian approval has been obtained.  

**IT IS NECESSARY TO GIVE THE HEAD OF SCHOOL’S NAME AS THE CONTACT PERSON IN CASE OF ANY COMPLAINT. PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT THIS LINK IS PROVIDED on any Information sheet/consent form:**  
(http://www.ed.ac.uk/files/imports/fileManager/WEB%20Complaint%20Form.pdf) |

| **SA6** Duty to disseminate research findings | No ✓ YES |
| Are there issues which will prevent all participants and relevant stakeholders having access to a clear, understandable and accurate summary of the research findings should they wish? |

---

*Identifiable information* refers to information that would allow you to know, or be able to deduce, the identity of a patient. The most common examples of this would be accessing medical records or similar, or accessing a database that includes patients' names.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SA7</strong></th>
<th>Moral Issues and Researcher/Institutional Conflicts of Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Are there any SPECIAL MORAL ISSUES/CONFLICTS OF INTEREST?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples include, but are not limited to:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Where the purposes of research are concealed;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Where respondents are unable to provide informed consent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Where there is financial or non-financial benefit for anyone involved in the research, or for their relative or friend.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Where research findings could impinge negatively or differentially upon participants or stakeholders (for example when selecting an unrepresentative sample of a larger population).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Where there is a dual relationship between the researcher and subject? E.g. Where the researcher is also the subject’s practitioner or clinician.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) Where research involves covert surveillance or covert data collection.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) Where routinely collected data is used for research alongside novel data.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOVEL DATA COLLECTION SHOULD NOT BE CONFLATED WITH ROUTINELY COLLECTED DATA, WHERE BOTH ARE BEING USED THIS NEEDS TO BE MADE CLEAR IN ANY COVERING LETTER, PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET AND CONSENT FORM IN ORDER FOR INFORMED CONSENT TO BE POSSIBLE.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SA8</strong></th>
<th>Potential physical or psychological harm, discomfort or stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Is there any foreseeable potential for:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) significant psychological harm or stress for participants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) significant physical harm or discomfort for participants?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) significant risk to the researcher?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of issues/topics that have the potential to cause psychological harm, discomfort or distress and should lead you to answer ‘yes’ to this question include, but are not limited to: |
- Relationship breakdown; bullying; bereavement; mental health difficulties; trauma / PTSD; |
- Violence or sexual violence; physical, sexual or emotional abuse in either children or adults; |
- Feedback of results from the project’s assessments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SA9</strong></th>
<th>Vulnerable participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Will you be recruiting any participants or interviewees who could be considered vulnerable?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of vulnerable groups, the inclusion of which should lead you to answer yes to this question include, but are not limited to: |
- Clients or patients of either the researcher OR the person recruiting subjects; Children & young people; people who are in custody or care for example, offenders, looked after children or nursing home resident; persons with mental health difficulties including those accessing self-help groups; auto-ethnographic researchers examining distressing topics.

**Assessment outcome:**

**Have you circled any answers in **BOLD** typescript?** Please tick as appropriate

---
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No  
(i) Your responses on the completed self-audit confirm the ABSENCE OF REASONABLY FORESEEABLE ETHICAL RISKS.  
(ii) Please now read the guidance below and provide the required signatures.  
(iii) You are NOT REQUIRED to complete a level 2/3/4 application form.  
(iv) Please submit the UoE HSS Ethics Application Form electronic document (in its entirety) along with ALL additional required documentation, failure to do so will mean that your form is returned to you.

Yes  
(i) Your responses on the completed self-audit indicate that we require further information to consider your application.  
(ii) Read the Guidance below and provide the required signatures.  
(iii) You ARE REQUIRED to complete a level 2/3/4 application form.  
(iv) Please continue to the next part of this document where you will find the level 2/3/4 form.

Subsequent to submission of this form, any alterations in the proposed methodology of the project should be reviewed by both the applicant and their supervisor. If the change to methodology results in a change to any answer on the form, then a resubmission to the Ethics subgroup is required.

The principal investigator is responsible for ensuring compliance with any additional ethical requirements that might apply, and/or for compliance with any additional requirements for review by external bodies.

ALL forms should be submitted in electronic format. Digital signatures or scanned in originals are acceptable. The applicant should keep a copy of all forms for inclusion in their thesis.

Maria Charitou  
Applicant's Name

Maria Charitou (Verified by e-mail)  
Applicant's Signature

27/08/2018  
Date

Dr Ken MacMahon  
Supervisor Name

24/9/2018  
Date

*NOTE to Supervisor: Ethical review will be based only on the information contained in this form. If countersigning this check-list as truly warranting all 'No' answers, you are taking responsibility, on behalf of the HSS and UoE, that the research proposed truly poses no ethical risks.

LEVEL 2/3/4 ETHICAL REVIEW

- Complete only if indicated in the conclusion of your level 1 form.
- Applications will be monitored and audited to ensure that the School Ethics Policy and Procedures are being complied with and applicants contacted in cases where there may be particular concerns or queries.
- Research must not proceed before ethical approval has been granted. For this reason it is particularly important that applications are submitted well in advance of any required date of approval.

5 Not required for staff applications
## Confidentiality and Handling of Data

### 1. What information about participants’/subjects’ data will you collect and use?

During the interviews, participants will be invited to discuss their perceptions, needs, experiences, hopes and fears in relation to their children’s romantic and sexual lives. Additional demographic information will be collected and this will include: the age of the mother participating in the study, the age and gender of their child, their level of intellectual disability and required support, the child’s living setting and the child’s current and historical relationship status. This information will be used to present participants during the discussion of the findings and will not be person-identifiable. During the discussion of the study’s findings, excerpts from participants’ responses will be used to demonstrate links between themes across participants’ accounts. Excerpts will be assigned pseudonyms and will not contain any person-identifiable information.

### 2. What is the risk category of the information? (See definitions contained in [https://www.ed.ac.uk/infosec/how-to-protect/encrypting/use-cases/short-definition-of-sensitive-data](https://www.ed.ac.uk/infosec/how-to-protect/encrypting/use-cases/short-definition-of-sensitive-data))

High.

### 3. Will the Information include any of the following:

(a) racial or ethnic origin  
(b) political opinions  
(c) religious beliefs  
(d) trades union membership  
(e) physical or mental health  
(f) sexual life  
(g) commission of offences or alleged offences

Details regarding participants’ sexual lives are not anticipated to be part of the data collected; however, they may give information regarding the sexual lives of their adult children.

### 4. Who will have access to the raw data?

The researcher, clinical supervisor and academic supervisor will have access to the data. Interview recordings will be securely destroyed following completion of the study. Anonymised transcription data will be securely destroyed five years following completion of the study.

### 5. What training will staff receive on their responsibilities for the safe handling of the data?

All members of the research team are familiar with the Data Protection Act and the University of Edinburgh Guidelines regarding the management of sensitive information. All members of the research team are employed by the NHS and have received formal training on the safe handling of sensitive information within their organisations. Furthermore, the main researcher has completed the relevant sections of the MANTRA online course on research data handling.
How will the confidentiality of the data, including the identity of participants, be ensured? Is there a strategy in place to replace disclosure identifiers of an individual or entity from the data?

At the stage of data transcription, the researcher will replace participants’ names with pseudonyms and all person-identifiable information and contextual references (e.g., locations, occupations etc.) that may identify individuals will be removed to protect their anonymity. A sequential study ID number will be given to each set of data, which can be linked to consent forms with participant identifiable data (in order to facilitate data removal if a participant wishes to withdraw their data from the study after participation). However, consent forms and interview transcriptions will be stored in separate locked cabinets in a locked office on NHS premises or in a locked filing cabinet at the University of Edinburgh.

Will the information be transferred to, shared with, supported by, or otherwise available to third parties outside the University?

| NO | If yes, explain why the third party needs to have access to the information and how the transfer of the information will be made secure. Attach a copy of the agreement you will use to regulate the transfer and use of data. |
| No |

Describe the physical and IT security arrangements you will put in place for the data.

Data will be collected using an encrypted audio recording device. The audio recording device and consent forms will be safely stored in a locked filing cabinet within NHS premises or at the University of Edinburgh throughout the research process. Electronic documents produced for the purposes of data analysis will not contain any identifiable information and will be stored on a University laptop, which is data encrypted and password protected. Audio files and consent forms will be permanently destroyed after the end of the study.

Does the system have a security code of practice under the University’s Information Security Policy? (see http://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/about/policies-and-regulations/security-policies/security-policy)

| YES/NO | If NO, explain why one is not needed. |
| Yes |

Will the data be used, accessed or stored away from the University premises?

| YES/NO | If YES, describe the arrangements you have put in place to safeguard the data from accidental or deliberate access, amendment or deletion when it is not on University premises, including when it is in transit. |

Following each interview, there will be a need to transport the data [audio recording, consent forms and demographics sheets] to NHS premises or at the University of Edinburgh. In order to maintain data security, the audio recording will be on an encrypted, passcode-protected recorder, with this – and all paperwork – carried in a locked bag. If it is not possible to access NHS premises following an interview (e.g., if later than working day), then the bag may be stored at the researcher’s home address. If this is the case, the bag will be stored in the most secure location available in the researcher’s home and the data will be taken to NHS premises or to the University of Edinburgh for storage as soon as practicable.
Specify where the data files/audio/videotapes etc. will be retained after the study, how long they will be retained and how they eventually will be disposed of?

Audio recordings and consent forms will be securely destroyed, in line with University of Edinburgh data security procedures. Anonymised transcriptions and data files will be retained within the University of Edinburgh for a period of five years.

How do you intend for the results of the research to be used?

This research project is in part fulfilment of the requirements for a Doctorate in Clinical Psychology. The final report will be submitted to the University of Edinburgh as a doctoral thesis. The results of the study will be disseminated to participants and services involved in recruitment. The study may also be presented in conferences and be published in an academic journal.

Will feedback of findings be given to participants/subjects?

If yes, how will this feedback be provided?

Upon completion of the study, an accessible written summary of the main findings will be distributed to the participants who have expressed interest in receiving a summary. The researcher will also design leaflets and posters summarising the study findings and these will be distributed to services and organisations working with adults with intellectual disability/ carers.

Using secondary data:

(a) Is this reuse compatible with what the data subjects were originally told about the use of their data? (e.g. were they told that it would be destroyed at the end of the study?)

(b) Is it likely that someone could be identified from this data? (It is extremely difficult to make something totally anonymous, so even with secondary data there may be a need to apply security and access restrictions to it).

For more information regarding data linkage in evaluating interventions for the benefit of the population’s health, please see: [http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/datalinkageframework](http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/datalinkageframework)

Your application at this level is likely to require additional documentation, for example a Data Storage Plan, consent forms or participant information sheets. Please return to the Documentation Checklist on page 2 to list your supporting documentation.
### ER15
Does your research fit into any of the following security-sensitive categories? If so, indicate which.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Commissioned by the military</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Commissioned under an EU security call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Involve the acquisition of security clearances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Concern groups which may be construed as terrorist or extremist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED YES TO ANY OF THESE CONTINUE TO ER16. IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED NO TO ALL OF THESE QUESTIONS MOVE TO ER21.**

### ER16
The Terrorism Act (2006) outlaws the dissemination of records, statements and other documents that can be interpreted as promoting or endorsing terrorist acts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES/NO</th>
<th>Does your research involve the storage on a computer of such records, statements and other documents?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YES/NO</td>
<td>Might your research involve the electronic transmission (e.g. as an email attachment) of records or statements?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO ANY OF THESE YOU ARE ADVISED TO STORE THE RELEVANT RECORDS OR STATEMENTS ELECTRONICALLY ON A SECURE UNIVERSITY FILE STORE. THE SAME APPLIES TO PAPER DOCUMENTS WITH THE SAME SORT OF CONTENT. THESE SHOULD BE SCANNED AND UPLOADED.**

ACCESS TO THIS FILE STORE WILL BE PROTECTED BY A PASSWORD UNIQUE TO YOU AND YOUR SCHOOL RESEARCH ETHICS OFFICER. PLEASE INDICATE THAT YOU AGREE TO STORE ALL DOCUMENTS RELEVANT TO THESE QUESTIONS ON THAT FILE STORE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES/NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ER17
Please indicate that you agree not to transmit electronically to any third party documents in the document store:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES/NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ER18
Will your research involve visits to websites that might be associated with extreme or terrorist organisations?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES/NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**IF YOU ANSWER YES TO ER18 YOU ARE ADVISED THAT SUCH SITES MAY BE SUBJECT TO SURVEILLANCE BY THE POLICE. ACCESSING THOSE SITES FROM UNIVERSITY IP ADDRESSES MIGHT LEAD TO POLICE ENQUIRIES. PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU UNDERSTAND THIS RISK:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES/NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
By submitting to the research ethics process, you accept that your School Research Ethics Officer and the convenor of the University's Compliance Group will have access to a list of titles of documents (but not the content of documents) in your document store. Please acknowledge that you accept this.

YES/NO

Countersigned by supervisor/manager:
Name:
Date:

RISKS TO, AND SAFETY OF, RESEARCHERS NAMED IN THIS APPLICATION

Do any of those conducting the research named above need appropriate training to enable them to conduct the proposed research safely and in accordance with the ethical principles set out by the College?

NO

Are any of the researchers likely to be sent or go to any areas where their safety may be compromised, or they may need support to deal with difficult issues?

NO

Could researchers have any conflicts of interest?

NO

RISKS TO, AND SAFETY OF, PARTICIPANTS

Are any of your participants children or protected adults (protected adults are those in receipt of registered care, health, community care or welfare services. Anyone who will have contact with children or protected adults requires approval from Disclosure Scotland at [http://www.disclosurescotland.co.uk/](http://www.disclosurescotland.co.uk/))

Do any of the researchers taking part in this study require Disclosure Scotland approval? (v)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not applicable</th>
<th>Relevant researcher/s has current Disclosure Scotland approval through a current NHS employment contract</th>
<th>✓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>*Ethical approval will be subject to documentation confirming Disclosure Scotland approval with this form.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Could the research induce any psychological stress or discomfort?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>YES</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>E326</strong> Does the research involve any physically invasive or potentially physically harmful procedures?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E327</strong> Could this research adversely affect participants in any other way?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yes. Although it is anticipated that participation in the study will not have any significant harmful effect on the individuals, it is possible that during the interviews participants may experience distress when discussing certain aspects of their children’s lives. To mitigate this risk, the possibility of the interview process raising difficult emotions will be clearly stated in the information leaflets and posters. The voluntary nature of participation and participants’ right to withdraw from the study at any time will also be explicitly stated in the information leaflets and consent forms. The interview schedule was developed following the researcher’s informal contact with carer representatives who will offer their views to ensure the issues explored are appropriate. Following the interview, participants will be offered some time for debriefing and will be given the opportunity to discuss any concerns or difficult emotions triggered by the interview. The researcher will also provide helpline numbers as appropriate.

**RESEARCH DESIGN**

| **E328** Does the research involve living human subjects specifically recruited for this research project |
| **If ‘no’, go to section 6** |

**YES**

| **E329** How many participants will be involved in the study? |

Approximately 14 participants will be recruited, with the anticipation that, due to attrition, approximately 10 – 12 participants will be included in the final sample, given the potential for participants to withdraw consent.

| **E330** What criteria will be used in deciding on inclusion/exclusion of participants? |

Participants will need to be mothers of an adult aged (>18) and who has a diagnosis of mild/moderate intellectual disability. Mothers who are not fluent in English, or where there are any concerns about their capacity to consent, will not be included in the research. The researcher will use the criteria proposed by the Mental Health Act (2003) to assess participants’ capacity to make an informed decision regarding participation. More specifically, in order to demonstrate capacity, participants will need to be able to a) understand the information relevant to the decision, b) retain that information and c) use or weigh up that information as part of the process of making the decision. The researcher will ensure that each participant is given enough time and opportunity to demonstrate the above prior to engaging in the interview process.

| **E331** How will the sample be recruited? (E.g. posters, letters, a direct approach- specify by whom.) |
Staff working at services involved with carers of adults with intellectual disabilities will be informed on the aims of
the study and be given packs containing letters of invitation to participants and information leaflets. Nominated staff
members will identify potential participants and distribute participant information leaflets outlining the study aims
and procedures. Information posters advertising the study will also be used in order to aid recruitment. Individuals
who are interested in taking part in the study will notify the nominated staff members and fill out an “Expression of
Interest form” to allow for their details (name and phone number) to be passed on to the researcher. The researcher
will not initiate contact with participants unless they have agreed for their details to be passed on to them.
Alternatively, interested participants can contact the researcher directly using the e-mail address and phone number
provided in the information leaflets and posters.

When making contact with potential participants, the researcher will use their university e-mail address and a study-
specific phone number for all telephone communications. During their contact with potential participants, the
researcher will be available to answer any queries they may have and provide further information regarding the
location, time and duration of the interview. If participants are happy to proceed with the interview, a time and
location will be agreed. The researcher will meet with participants to discuss any questions they may have and will
talk them through the process to ensure that they have a full understanding of what is required for participation. If
participants are happy to proceed, their written informed consent will be obtained prior to commencing the
interview.

| Q | Will the study involve groups or individuals who are in custody or care, such as students at school, self-help
groups, residents of nursing home? |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Will there be a control group?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Q | What information will be provided to participants prior to their consent? (e.g. information leaflet, briefing
|---|---------------------------------------------------------------|
| A | YES. There is a written Participant Information Sheet outlining the aims of the study, the research process, what
    participation involves and confidentiality issues. As well as this being provided to participants prior to them
    considering taking part, the contents of this sheet will also be reviewed, in person, with the potential participant
    before consent is taken. |

| Q | Participants have a right to withdraw from the study at any time. Please tick to confirm that participants will
   be advised of their rights, including the right to continue receiving services if they withdraw from the study. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Q | Will it be necessary for participants to take part in the study without their knowledge and consent? (e.g. covert
   observation of people in non-public places) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Where consent is obtained, what steps will be taken to ensure that a written record is maintained?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A | Written informed consent to participate in the study will be obtained prior to the interview. Written consent will
    also be sought from participants regarding their participation to the review of the themes produced at the stage of
    analysis. Once consent has been obtained, written records will be safely stored in a locked filing cabinet at the
    researcher’s employing Health Board or at the University of Edinburgh and will remain there until the end of the
    study. Only the direct research team will have access to written records of consent. |
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In the case of participants whose first language is not English, what arrangements are being made to ensure informed consent?

Due to the methodology employed within this study, only individuals who are fluent in English will be eligible to participate.

Will participants receive any financial or other benefit from their participation?

NO

Are any of the participants likely to be particularly vulnerable, such as elderly or disabled people, adults with incapacity, your own students, members of ethnic minorities, or in a professional or client relationship with the researcher?

NO

Will any of the participants be under 16 years of age?

NO

Will any of the participants be interviewed in situations which will compromise their ability to give informed consent, such as in prison, residential care, or the care of the local authority?

NO

BRINGING THE UNIVERSITY INTO DISREPUTE

If on the level one form you have answered YES that some aspect of the proposed research “might bring the University into disrepute”, please elaborate alongside how this might arise, and what steps will be taken by the researcher to mitigate and/or manage this, to minimise adverse consequences to the University.

N/A

Subsequent to submission of this form, both the applicant and their supervisor should review any alterations in the proposed methodology of the project. If the change to methodology results in a change to any answer on the form, then a resubmission to the Ethics subgroup is required.

The principal investigator is responsible for ensuring compliance with any additional ethical requirements that might apply, and/or for compliance with any additional requirements for review by external bodies.

All forms should be submitted in electronic format. Digital signatures or scanned in originals are acceptable. The applicant should keep a copy of all forms for inclusion in their thesis.

Maria Charitou  Maria Charitou (Verified by e-mail)  27/08/2018
Applicant’s Name  Applicant’s Signature  Date

__________________________  Dr Ken MacMahon  __24/8/2018_____
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*Supervisor Signature*  *Ethel Quayle (new supervisor) 29.10.18*

*Supervisor Name*  *Date*

*NOTE to Supervisor: Ethical review will be based only on the information contained in this form. If countersigning this check-list as truly warranting all ‘No’ answers, you are taking responsibility, on behalf of the HSS and UoE, that the research proposed truly poses no ethical risks.*

### ISSUES ARISING FROM THE PROPOSAL

I can confirm that the above application has been reviewed by two independent reviewers. It is their opinion that:

a) The ethical issues listed below arise or require clarification:

1. **Supervisor**
   - Main supervisor has now left his lectureship at the university. Do you need to change details to provide new supervisor?

2. **Participants will be recruited through Third Sector Organisations and any relevant management permissions from organisations that support recruitment will be obtained.**
   - Evidence of organisation permission required.

3. **In order to take part in the study, mothers will need to be fluent English speakers and have capacity to give informed consent.**
   - How will capacity be determined?

4. **Consent Form**
   - Some additional points may be relevant (e.g. “I have had the opportunity to ask questions and received satisfactory answers from the researcher”, “I understand that this study is not part of my child’s support service and will not impact my child’s support in any way”.)

5. **Romantic vs sexual relationships**
   - The ethics application indicates romantic relationships is the concept of interest rather than sexual relationships (although acknowledges that information about sexual relationships may arise from participant responses). Conflictingly, the Information for Services documents and the Participant Information sheet indicate that both types of relationships are under investigation but the Interview Schedule only specifically asks about romantic relationships. It might be worth clarifying this across all documentation.

6. **Poster** – requires additional information (e.g. supervisor contact details).

7. **Consent and information sheet should be reviewed to ensure GDPR compliance.**

8. **Has sponsorship by University been established?**

The applicant should respond to these comments in section 8 below.

---

**Signature:**

**Position:** Lecturer in Clinical Psychology, Ethics Tutor

**Date:** 15/10/18

---

*Not required for staff applications*
1. The supervisor’s name has been changed on the Ethics Application Form and all supporting documents. The new supervisor has countersigned the ethics form.

2. Organisations will be approached and provided with information about the study once the supporting research documents (i.e. Information for Services) have been approved by the University. Permissions from organisations that will express interest to participate in the study will be provided and evidenced in writing once their interest to get involved has been established.

3. Additional information in relation to the assessment of capacity has been added in Section ER30 of this form. This states that “the researcher will use the criteria proposed by the Mental Health Act (2003) to assess participants’ capacity to make an informed decision regarding participation. More specifically, in order to demonstrate capacity, participants will need to be able to a) understand the information relevant to the decision, b) retain that information and c) use or weigh up that information as part of the process of making the decision. The researcher will ensure that each participant is given enough time and opportunity to demonstrate the above prior to engaging in the interview process”.

4. All suggested additional statements have been added to the consent form.

5. The term “sexual” has been added to the Interview Schedule to facilitate participants to share their views on romantic as well as sexual relationships.

6. Supervisor Contact Details have been added to the Poster.

7. The information sheet and consent form have been reviewed and changes have been made to ensure compliance with GDPR. More specifically, the website information has been added and the contact details of the Data Protection Officer have been provided. The following statement in relation to complaints regarding the management of data has been added: “If you wish to raise a complaint on how we have handled your personal data, you can contact our Data Protection Officer who will investigate the matter. If you are not satisfied with our response or believe we are processing your personal data in a way that is not lawful you can complain to the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) at https://ico.org.uk/”.

8. Ms Charlotte Smith, Research Governance Coordinator, has confirmed that sponsorship by the University of Edinburgh will not be required in this case.

Signature: Maria Charitou (Verified by e-mail)

Date: 31/10/2018
This amendments have generally been responded to in a satisfactory fashion with one exception. The issue of whether the study is about romantic relationships or sexual relationships is still unclear and inconsistently presented in different documents. In the ethics application romantic relationships is stated. The title of the project suggests romantic relationships. The information sheets has the project title with 'romantic relationships' but then goes on to various talk about romantic relationships, sexual relationships, intimate relationships and sex. All quite different. This needs addressing before this project can proceed so that parents do not feel blind-sided after they have signed consent to participate - this is a sensitive topic for many parents and may cause distress if participants feel that they have been deceived.

Signature: Corinne Reid
Position: Reader in Clinical Psychology
Date: 23.11.18

**Applicant’s response**
In order to address this inconsistency, the researcher has changed the title of the project to include mothers’ perceptions and experiences in relation to the romantic and sexual lives of their sons and daughters. The term “sexual” has been added next to the term “romantic” across all supporting documents to ensure that the aims of the study are clearly presented to potential participants prior to them providing consent. Updated versions of all supporting documents have been attached and version numbers have been changed in the “Documentation Checklist” section of this form.

**AMENDMENT/S: REQUEST FOR APPROVAL**

Subsequent to receipt of ethical approval above, I, the applicant, would like to request the following amendment/s to my original proposal.

**CONCLUSION TO ETHICAL REVIEW OF AMENDMENT**
I can confirm that the above amendment has been reviewed by two independent reviewers. It is their opinion that:

a. Ethical issues have been satisfactorily addressed and no further response from the applicant is necessary,

Signature: (Dr. Corinne Reid)

Position: Director of Research and Knowledge Exchange, HISS

Date: 07.12.18

Following discussion with my supervisor, Dr Quayle, I would like to make an amendment in relation to the method of recruitment used. More specifically, although I will continue to recruit through third sector organisations, where people who are parents of an individual with LD make contact through knowing about the study (snowballing) then I would like to include them in the study provided that they meet the inclusion criteria and are able to give informed consent. In addition, during recruitment I will be sharing the study information with other professionals (e.g. social workers; support workers etc.) employed at locality support services (as well as third sector organisations). I have sought advice from Ms Charlotte Smith regarding this and she has advised that no additional ethical procedures would need to be followed regarding this as I would still not be recruiting from health related organisations.

In addition, during the analysis of transcribed interviews, I intend to use the Dedoose software rather than NVivo as previously stated, as it is felt to be more user-friendly.

Signature: Maria Charitou (verified by e-mail)

Date: 25/02/2019

I can confirm that the above amendment has been reviewed by two independent reviewers. It is their opinion that:
Ethical issues have been satisfactorily addressed and no further response from the applicant is necessary,

Signature:

Position: Lecturer in Clinical Psychology, Ethics & Integrity Lead

Date: 09/03/2019

Acronyms / Terms Used
NHS: National Health Service
SHSS: School of Health in Social Science
Mothers of adults with intellectual disabilities: Experiences, perceptions and influences on their children's romantic and sexual lives.

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

You are being invited to take part in a study looking at the experiences and perceptions of mothers of adults with intellectual disabilities in relation to their son’s and daughters’ romantic and sexual lives.

This leaflet is designed to give you information on the study and your participation to help you decide whether you want to take part. If you would like any further information, you can contact me using the details available at the end of this leaflet.

About me

I am a Trainee Clinical Psychologist employed by NHS Lanarkshire and currently studying towards a Doctorate in Clinical Psychology at the University of Edinburgh. I am carrying out this study as part of my doctorate course and I am the lead researcher for this research.

What is the purpose of this study?

We know from research that parents of adults with intellectual disabilities play an important role in helping their children understand relationships and sex, and supporting them with developing relationships. Despite the importance of their role, we only know very little about how parents experience the romantic and sexual lives of their children during adulthood and about their needs in relation to supporting them with their romantic and sexual needs.

This study aims to find out more about the experiences and perceptions of mothers of adults with intellectual disability in relation to their romantic and sexual lives by exploring their attitudes, fears
and hopes, as well as the challenges they may face. Although fathers’ experiences are also important, this study will be focusing on mothers as research shows that they tend to be more involved in conversations about sexual and romantic issues. This study will use interviews with mothers of adults with intellectual disabilities, who will be approached through third sector organisations.

**Why have I been invited to take part?**

You have been invited to take part in the study because you care for an adult with a diagnosis of a mild/moderate intellectual disability.

**Do I have to take part?**

Participation in the study is voluntary, so it is entirely up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you decide not to take part this will not affect the services you or your child receives in any way at all. If you decide to take part you will be given this information sheet to keep and you will also be asked to sign a consent form and keep a copy as well.

**What will happen if I decide to take part?**

If you decide that you want to take part in the study, there are two ways to get in touch with me. You can either ask for your details (e-mail address or phone number) to be passed on to me, or you can contact me directly using the contact details at the end of this leaflet. If you would prefer for your details to be passed on to me, you can ask the service (where you got this information leaflet from) to do this for you. Once I have your details, I will get in touch with you either by phone or e-mail.

During our communication, you will have a chance to ask any questions you may have and if you are happy to continue we will arrange a time and a place to meet. During out meeting, I will give you more information about the study and you will have a chance to ask questions. Before we start the interview, I will ask you to sign a Consent Form to make sure you are happy with what we have agreed. The interview will last between 30 minutes and 1 hour and it will cover areas such as your hopes and fears about your child’s romantic life, your needs and in general your experiences around supporting your child with their romantic and sexual life.

**If I decide to take part, how many times will we meet?**

We will only have to meet once for the interview.
At a later time (end of 2019) I will be looking to meet again with people who have taken part in the study to show them what I have found and ask them to give me their opinions on my results. Attending this second meeting is completely optional. If after the end of the interview you decide that you would not like to come back at a later time to give you opinion on the study's results, this is not a problem and it will not affect your taking part in the study at all.

Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential?

All of your information will be processed in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation 2016 (GDPR). All of your responses will be kept strictly confidential. During the transcription of the interview recordings any information that could identify you will be removed and names will be replaced with pseudonyms. Interview transcripts will be safely stored during the study and only authorised people will have access to them. All interview transcripts will be destroyed after the end of this study. For the preparation of the final report, some quotes from your written responses will be used as examples of the patterns or themes found across all participants’ responses. These quotes will not include any identifiable information and will be followed by pseudonyms.

Please note that, although I will aim to protect confidentiality at all times, if any of the information shared during the interviews makes me concerned that you or someone else might be at risk of harm, I will have a duty of care to breach confidentiality. This will involve reporting my concerns to my supervisors and taking appropriate steps to safeguard the individuals involved.

For general information about how we use your data go to:
https://www.ed.ac.uk/records-management/privacy-notice-research

What are the possible disadvantages or risks of taking part?

Although it is hoped that participation in the study will not have any significant harmful effect, it is possible that you may find some of the topics we will talk about upsetting. As participation is voluntary, you have the right to not take part if you feel that taking part will be too distressing. If you decide to take part but find that you become distressed during the interview, you can let me know and we can stop at any time. Following the interview, you will be offered some time for debriefing if you feel this can be helpful.
What are the possible benefits of taking part?
You may not get a direct benefit from taking part in this study. However, I hope that developing a better understanding of mothers’ perceptions and experiences will allow services to support them and their children in a way that better meets their needs.

What will happen to the results of the study?
After the end of the study, the results will be written up in the form of leaflets and posters that will be given to the services that have been involved in the study. A written summary will also be made available to all mothers participating in the study if they wish to receive one. The study may also be published in an academic journal.

How will I find out the results of the study?
A written summary of the findings can be made available to all participants after April 2020. When we meet, you can let me know if you would like to receive a summary of the findings and if you do, you will be asked to sign a consent form and provide your e-mail address.

What do I do if I have any questions?
If you have any further questions about the study, please contact Maria Charitou at s1373469@sms.ed.ac.uk or Dr Ethel Quayle at ethel.quayle@ed.ac.uk or Dr Alan Sutherland at alan.sutherland@lanarkshire.scot.nhs.uk.
If you wish to speak to someone who is independent of the study, but who can provide further information, please contact: Dr Angus MacBeth, Lecturer in Clinical Psychology, School of Health in Social Science, University of Edinburgh at angus.macbeth@ed.ac.uk or 0131 650 3893.
If you wish to make a complaint about the study please contact Professor Charlotte Clarke, Head of School, School of Health in Social Science, University of Edinburgh at charlotte.clarke@ed.ac.uk or 0131 650 4327.
If you wish to raise a complaint on how we have handled your personal data, you can contact our Data Protection Officer who will investigate the matter.

University of Edinburgh

Data Protection Officer
Governance and Strategic Planning
University of Edinburgh
Old College
Edinburgh
EH8 9YL
If you are not satisfied with our response or believe we are processing your personal data in a way that is not lawful you can complain to the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) at https://ico.org.uk/.

Thank you for your time.

If you would like to find out more about the study, then please fill in the “Expression of Interest” form and return to the Manager of the Organisation or you can contact me directly at s1373469@sms.ed.ac.uk.

Yours sincerely,
Maria Charitou
Trainee Clinical Psychologist

Supervised by:
Dr Ethel Quayle
Senior Lecturer in Clinical Psychology
Clinical & Health Psychology
School of Health in Social Science
University of Edinburgh
Teviot Place
Edinburgh
EH8 9AG
Ethel.Quayle@ed.ac.uk

Dr Alan Sutherland
Clinical Psychologist
Learning Disability Service
Longdales Administration Building
Kirklands Site
Bothwell
G71 8BB
Appendix 12: Participant Consent Form

Mothers of adults with intellectual disabilities: Experiences, perceptions and influences on their children's romantic and sexual lives.

Participant Consent Form

I confirm that I have read and understood the information provided in information sheets for the above study. □

I understand that I do not have to take part in this study. Participation is entirely voluntary and deciding not to participate will not have negative consequences on either myself or my child. □

I am aware that that my responses will only be used for the purposes of this study, as described in the Information Sheet. □

I understand that all information that could identify me will be removed when my interview is transcribed. □

I understand that audio recordings of the interview will be made and transcribed and agree to direct quotations from the interview can be included in the final research report. □

I agree to take part in the above study. □
I have had the opportunity to ask questions and received satisfactory answers from the researcher. ☐

I understand that this study is not part of my child’s support service and will not impact my child’s support in any way. ☐

I wish to be contacted to arrange a meeting during the analysis of the interviews in order to give my opinion on the results. ☐

I wish to receive a written summary of the results after the end of the study. ☐

If you wish to be contacted to review the results at the stage of analysis and/or receive a written summary of the findings after the end of the study (April 2020), please provide your e-mail address under your signature.

Your details will be safely stored and will only be used for this purpose. Consent forms will be permanently destroyed after the end of the study.

Name of participant       Date       Signature

Name of researcher        Date       Signature
### Appendix 13: Excerpt of Transcript and IPA Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emergent Themes</th>
<th>Transcript</th>
<th>Exploratory Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships as not really romantic</strong></td>
<td>Could you tell me a little bit about the romantic relationships George has been able or not able to get so far?</td>
<td>Not “truly” romantic- what makes a relationship truly romantic? Perception of someone being a girlfriend quite basic- implying that level of interaction and intimacy (?) does not qualify this as a relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships as different and non-normative</strong></td>
<td>Well I wouldn’t say they were quite romantic in the true sense of the word, he would say Sarah for instance, he loves Sarah, he will say “I love Sarah, I love Sarah, I love Sarah”. Sarah is a girl from school that they went to prom together and they had their photograph taken together and he shakes her hand. And that's about the level of the relationship but he was saying he loves her and that's his girlfriend.</td>
<td>Relationships and understanding of these as “childlike”- non normative in some ways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships as childlike or basic</strong></td>
<td>But he’s very Primary School, you know. He doesn’t have any, there are other girls that he likes, for example there’s Jane, another girl that he loves the bits but he wants to shake her hand and he wants to have tea with her. But that’s the level of the romance.</td>
<td>Lack of reciprocity in relationship. Suggests that for an interaction to count as a relationship there needs to be a formal agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships as different/ Lack of reciprocity</strong></td>
<td>Is this reciprocated by the girls?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mothers as facilitators</strong></td>
<td>Sarah I would say sort of. Jane probably just thinks “haha, yeah George whatever”. So yeah I will see that it is mostly one-sided-ish. It’s not an agreed I’m your girlfriend you’re my boyfriend kind of thing.</td>
<td>Mums as facilitators of romantic life Going out and engaging in activities that would resemble dates but all facilitated by mums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Going on dates</strong></td>
<td>So would they go out at all together?</td>
<td>Romantic interactions as “childlike” Low functioning as an influencing factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low independent functioning as a barrier</strong></td>
<td>Sarah and with yeah they would go out, but that would be facilitated by the parents, we will take them out and they would play bowling. We’ve got bowling for instance, I’m quite friends with Sarah’s mum now because of this. So we’ve going bowling we’ve gone to the cinema for food, that sort of thing. We’ve gone to the house and then come to ours for parties, birthday parties and that sort of thing. So it’s very much like a childish, you know George couldn’t, I don’t know about Sarah, Sarah might manage because she’s a bit more high-functioning than George.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Going on dates independently impossible</strong></td>
<td>But George couldn’t go out on a date as such and be left alone with her even in a restaurant. He would need to be supervised even if it was a case of them sitting in one table and us sitting in another. You couldn’t be left there while we got a coffee or something for an hour.</td>
<td>Limited autonomy/ inability to go on dates independently Supervision required- significant maternal involvement by being physically present Sense of disappointment in participant’s voice?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On-going maternal involvement</strong></td>
<td>He couldn’t do that because something could set him off because of his autism. Something that</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Autism traits and triggers as a barrier

### Relationship as not "proper"

You can't foresee could happen and that could set him off, so she couldn't be left alone. So it's not a proper relationship even in a friendship type of way. You know to go with a friend for coffee or something. He couldn't manage that unsupervised.

And you mentioned his autism playing a part in this?

Yes.

So what could set him off?

Oh anything, like someone bringing in a guide dog. George is petrified of dogs. Somebody just saying the wrong thing to him or sometimes he just remembers something that happened and it can set him off. And once triggered you has phrases that he uses but I know he's upset and you need to settle him down. Other folk wouldn't realise that because it's not I'm upset (...) It's strange phrases he uses but I know he's upset he needs calmed down and I need to maybe remove him from the situation so yeah.

So have you found that you've had quite a big role in supporting such relationships for George?

Yeah it wouldn't happen without me and the girl's mum. I just wouldn't happen so yeah. I said I don't know about Sarah so much if she would be able to go out with friends on her own but certainly George absolutely could not. With support he can do things, he goes out during the day with his day centre where there's maybe 3:1. And he manages that okay but he couldn't just be totally...

### Maternal involvement as necessary

Mum as the only person that knows his triggers and ways of communicating distress. Potential romantic partner would need to be able to do the same?

His difficulty communicating distress/self-regulating as barrier to relationships

Without maternal input from both sides it wouldn’t happen

Significant amount of support would be necessary due to poor independent functioning

### Making it happen

### Additional support as necessary

### Low independent functioning as a barrier

### Limited understanding of what relationships require

I think because of his autism he wouldn't really understand what is required in a relationship. Again a very Primary School kind of way if he sees it that you're his girlfriend then you're his girlfriend's and I don't think you could quite comprehend why you wouldn't want to be. You know as with your average neurotypical person, if they liked someone and they asked them out, if they said no they would be ok she doesn't want to go out with me. But George would understand that "why would you not?", you know. I'm your boyfriend and that's it, end of so there's not that comprehension

### Limited understanding of social rules such as reciprocity

Not understanding what is required in a relationship

Not understanding reciprocity of interest as a requirement/social rules governing relationships

Difficulty dealing with romantic interest not being reciprocated? How are these emotions managed?
**Romantic interest present**
- Questioning if romantic intent is real
  - Lack of conversations on sex and relationships
    - Conversations not initiated by son
  - Romantic interest and attraction as normal/normative
  - Hope he can achieve relationships in future
  - Commitment to facilitating relationships
  - Fear of male becoming overbearing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>There really.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Even with that definition of a relationship and with that lack of understanding, do you think that George would want a relationship, does he want a girlfriend? Have you had such conversations?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George is not a big chatter. I think he understands that there are boys and there's girls and that he wants a girlfriend. And he's obviously attracted to females because he seems to like certain things like the girls that he says he loves there's common features. So he obviously has a type that he liked but I don't think he fully understands what that means, not really. I don't know. It's hard to say because he doesn't speak about things like that, he'll just state in a very matter-of-fact way I love Sarah, Sarah is my girlfriend. Regardless of what Sarah thinks about this (laughs). I don't know it's a hard one. But we've never had a conversation about beyond that sort of level of conversation, about boyfriends and girlfriends, relationships, sex, anything like that. Would this be a conversation he might initiate?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No George doesn't really do conversation, it is very much statements of fact. Facts as he sees it, whether it's a fact or not and he's very repetitive in how he speaks he would repeat things over and over and over. If I've heard a lot of Sarah ones I've heard that thousands of times. That's not an exaggeration. And how would you feel about the possibility of George being in a relationship of that sort?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think it's nice. I think it's nice that he feels, I mean he's in his twenties. When you're in your twenties you would like to have a girlfriend, you would like to be in a relationship. I think that if you can manage it and whatever level makes him happy then it's good enough to help facilitate that. At whatever level he can manage, as long as my only worry is that he can be in your face, you know. Some girls have found him quite over-bearing. And he's not doing anything really bad but you want to sit right next to her and smile at her and look at her and she's like &quot;right I've had enough&quot;. And he does not understand that I'm liking this but Jane is not too keen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in females and romantic attraction evident through having a “type” But still this doesn't feel like genuine romantic intent due to poor understanding and matter of fact thinking?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never had a conversation about romantic and sexual needs. Surprising given that he expressed interest but shows limited understanding?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversations not initiated by son. Perception of him as perhaps unable to hold a meaningful conversation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being in relationships as the norm and what one should aim for at that age. Sense of disappointment in her voice- perhaps reflecting sense of loss?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope that he can manage it at whatever level- acceptance this might differ from the normative level? Desire to continue facilitating Worry about being “in your face” - difficulty understanding boundaries and personal space especially when romantic interest not reciprocated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>